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TechNet Magazine UK to close in May 
Unfortunately this is the penultimate issue of TechNet UK magazine, as due to many pressures we have been unable to sustain the magazine beyond May. 
The good news is that you will still have two options to read the magazine content after the May issue:
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TechNet Magazine US (paid for subscription)  If you would still like to read the printed magazine then you can get 12 issues of the US TechNet Magazine 
Plus the TechNet Magazine CD for £39.95, or just the TechNet Magazine CD for £9.95 including VAT and P&P. 
These are available from our partner publisher at http://www.parkway.co.uk/technet  
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Efficient IT

The economic news has certainly been gloomy over recent 
months, and many companies are feeling the pinch. In fact, 
no matter where you work it’s likely your bosses will be 
keen for you to save money and get the best value from 
your existing IT investments, so we’ve chosen our features 
with those goals in mind. Being efficient benefits both your 
company and you; the company benefits because it isn’t 

wasting money and resources on underused IT systems, and you benefit because 
you’ll be more valued – anyone who can save money in these straitened times is a 
valuable resource. 

Our Sustainable Computing feature this month shows how products from 
Microsoft can help you save money and minimise carbon emissions. We’re also 
continuing our features on virtualisation as that’s one of the best ways to maximise 
the use of resources. In this issue we show you how to achieve high availability on 
your Hyper-V virtual machines using Windows Server 2008 Failover Clustering. 
Having virtual machines doesn’t do away with the need to have a strong backup 
and recovery plan in place – the data is just as valuable on a virtual machine as 
it is on a physical system, so Adam Fazio shows virtualisation should fit in your 
disaster recovery plan, as well as a deeper look into backup and restore options and 
considerations for Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V. Our expert view this issue is also 
concerned with efficiency, and in particular with how you can deploy systems in the 
most efficient way. It’s all about maximising the use of resources. 

This is the penultimate issue of the printed edition of TechNet Magazine here 
in the UK. Our readers have been telling us that the quality of our articles is what 
matters, not the format those articles are delivered in, so we’re changing to an 
online edition. It’s greener as we don’t use the resources to print and distribute the 
magazine and we can provide not only the same great content, but more, as the 
online magazine will be monthly. There is more information about this on page 3. 

Georgina Lewis, IT Professional Audience Manager
email: gmitcham@microsoft.com   blog: http://blogs.technet.com/curiousgeorge
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Two solutions designed to help small and midsize 
businesses save money and compete in a global 
marketplace have been released by Microsoft®. 
Windows Small Business Server 2008 (SBS 2008) 
and Windows Essential Business Server 2008 
(EBS 2008) give smaller companies access to 
Microsoft’s enterprise-class server technologies. 
Smaller companies usually have to manage their 
IT environments without specialist staff, so SBS 
and EBS are designed to make it easier to set up 
and manage IT systems. Both SBS 2008 and EBS 
2008 are priced significantly less for qualified 
customers than it would cost to separately pur-

chase products similar to those included within 
the products. 

Designed for companies with up to 75 users or 
PCs, SBS 2008 helps businesses keep their data more 
secure and make their company more productive. 
SBS provides many of the technologies used by larger 
companies, such as Windows Server 2008, Exchange 
Server 2007, Microsoft SQL Server® 2008 and other 
Microsoft products. EBS 2008 is designed for busi-
nesses with up to 300 users or PCs, and allows IT man-
agers to have more control over their environment by 
reducing complexity and automating common tasks.  
For more visit: www.microsoft.com/wess

Microsoft Dynamics 
NAV 2009 available

N
EW

S
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Open Smarter Way

Windows Small Business Server 

Microsoft has come top in 
the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) 
annual patent scorecard. This 
survey measures the health of 
a company’s “patent pipeline” 
to provide a weighted score of 
a company’s influence in the 

area of technical innovations. 
The score is a strong indication 
of the quality of the company’s 
patent portfolio. 

To measure the health of 
the pipeline, the scorecard 
takes a number of factors into 
account, including the number 

of patents held, year-over-year 
portfolio growth, the variety of 
technologies influenced and the 
number of times a company’s 
patents are cited in the patent 
applications of other inventors.
Visit: www.spectrum.ieee.org/
patentsurvey2008 

MIcROSOFT HOlDS TOp pATENT pORTFOlIO 
FOR SEcOND yEAR IN A ROW

Microsoft customers are being 
offered a six month deferred 
payment option for software under 
the Open License programme. The 
promotion, Open Smarter Way, 
includes a reduced interest rate 
on the OPEN licence component 
fixed to the UK Bank Base Rate. 

It is for customers who know 
how IT could help them save 
money, be more competitive 
or increase in size, but where 
cashflow prevents them making 
use of the opportunity. The scheme 
is available through partners to all 
credit-approved customers. 
Visit: www.microsoft.com/uk/
business/financing 

Dynamics® NAV 2009 is now generally available, with  
new capabilities designed to increase usage of ERP and help 
increase productivity.

Users of the software can now make use of Personalised Role 
Centres designed for 21 main jobs. Each role centre has a single 
location where tools, alerts and efficiency capabilities designed 
for that particular role can be accessed. Another enhancement is 
the addition of business intelligence (BI) facilities based on the 
Microsoft SQL Server database layer introduced in Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV 2009. The BI facilities can be used by employees 
to drill into data, identify trends, generate business insights, 
and monitor how they’re tracking against key performance 
indicators (KPIs). 

In addition to Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009, an administration 
console for Essential Business Server has also been released. 
Microsoft Dynamics Integration Components Add-In for Windows 
Essential Business Server 2008 provides a simpler way for midsized 
businesses running Microsoft Dynamics solutions to administer 
their Microsoft Dynamics environment. 
More information can be found at:  
www.microsoft.com/dynamics/nav

Parallel processing and 
cloud computing dominated 
the sessions at Microsoft 
External Research’s annual 
eScience conference. The 
workshop is designed to 
be a showcase for the use 
of technology to facilitate 
scientific advancements. This 
year’s conference featured a 
new award to acknowledge 
great work in eScience, the Jim 
Gray eScience Award, named 
after the legendary Microsoft 
researcher who made significant 
contributions to the field. The 
inaugural award was given 
to University of Manchester 
computer science professor 
Carole Goble for her work to 
develop Taverna, a scientific 
workflow system that allows 
various technologies to connect 
to analyse data. Goble was also 
honoured for her commitment 
to building a community of 
researchers through the “My 
Experiment” Web site, a 
Facebook-style social network 
for researchers to collaborate 
and  share workflows. 
For more visit:  
http://research.microsoft.com/
en-us/events/escience2008/ 

eScience 
Workshop
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A global study of small busi-
nesses has revealed a growing 
demand for software as a ser-
vice. The report found that 
many struggle to compete 
with big businesses and are 
unsure of how to get access 
to higher-quality IT services 
that could help them. 

The report also found that 
the main priority of small 

businesses was managing  
relationships and customer 
service, and that this was high-
ly dependent on IT. 

Other findings from the 
research indicated that small 
businesses would like to have 
more security and mobile  
services. 56 per cent of small 
businesses would prefer to 
have more protection from vi-

ruses and spam, and 44 per cent 
believe they would benefit 
from mobile email and shared 
calendar functionalities. The 
research report “Microsoft 
Global Small Business Index, 
October 2008” was executed 
by Vanson Bourne Ltd. 

You can find out more  
by reading the report at:  
www.vansonbourne.com

Office communications Server 2007 R2
The next version of Microsoft 
Office Communications 
Server 2007, Release 2, will 
soon be available. The main 
improvements to Office 
Communications Server 
2007 R2 are extensions to the voice call manage-
ment options; on-premise audioconferencing; and 
new developer facilities. Office Communications 
Server provides an alternative to standard tele-
phone PBXs, replacing them with Microsoft’s 
unified communications software so that voice 
communications can be managed in the same 
way as other applications such as email and  
instant messaging. 

The new version adds a feature that will allow 
receptionists, team secretaries and others to man-
age calls and conferences on behalf of other users, 
and also has the option of setting up workflows 

to route calls. The new au-
dio-conferencing feature lets  
participants dial in to a  
conference and uses an audio 
conferencing bridge that is 
managed by IT as part of the 

overall communications infrastructure.
Another improvement in the new release is per-

sistent group chat. This can be used by teams no 
matter where individual members are located. 
The topic-based discussions persist over time, and 
users are shown a list of all available chat rooms 
and topics. The software archives discussions in 
an XML file format that meets compliance regu-
lations, and provides tools to search the entire 
history of discussion on a given topic. It also has 
filters and alerts to notify someone of new posts 
or topics on a particular topic. For more visit:  
www.microsoft.com/communicationsserver

Small Businesses IT needs 

Browser office 
Plans to deliver Office Web 
applications through web 
browsers have been announced. 
The new lightweight versions 
of Office will enable you to 
use a browser to create, edit, 
and collaborate on Office 
documents, and will give a 
consistent Office experience, 
whether through the PC, phone, 
or browser. 

The Web applications will 
be available as a service on 
browsers or as a downloadable 
application on phones and will 
be delivered through Office 
Live. Business customers will be 
offered Office Web applications 
as a hosted subscription service 
and through existing volume 
licensing agreements. Visit: 
http://office.microsoft.com/ 
en-gb/default.aspx

After much anticipation, 
Microsoft has now made 
Windows 7 Beta available for 
evaluation and testing to IT 
professionals. A major focus 
of Windows 7, from an IT 
professional perspective, has 
been to improve overall PC 
manageability, security, and 
end user and IT productivity 
– especially given the more 
mobile and distributed  
work environments that  
we see today. 

You will find key 
advancements that will 
impact you and your end users 
every day – such as accessing 
information and network 
resources across the enterprise; 
implementing security and 
compliance policies, and 
automating the management 
of physical and virtual PCs. 

The beta version of 
Windows 7 has matured from 
the M3 build. Most prominent 
changes are the new Taskbar 

and Jump Lists, that help you 
and your end users access 
commonly used resources 
more directly, Aero Peek to 
allow a quick look to the 
desktop to see gadgets or files, 
and refinements to the Action 
Center to help streamline 
troubleshooting by end users. 

You can download and 
install the OS via:  
http://technet.microsoft.com/
en-gb/windows/ 
dd353205.aspx 

WINDOWS 7 BETA HAS lAuNcHED!

Security intelligence 
The fifth volume of the 
Microsoft Security Intelligence 
Report shows a picture of 
increasing malware during the 
first half of 2008.  

For more information visit: 
www.microsoft.com/sir
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Desktop Deployment

Q: What is the Desktop Deployment 
TechCentre and what does it offer?

The Desktop Deployment TechCentre 
is your one-stop resource where you 
can find the tools and related support 
material that you need to deploy 
Microsoft Windows and Office. It has 
tools such as the Microsoft Deployment 
Toolkit, information about the 
Microsoft Desktop Optimisation Pack 
(MDOP) and advice on how to most 
efficiently deploy Windows and Office 
products within your organisation.

Q: Why is MDOP important?

MDOP is the Microsoft Desktop 
Optimisation Pack. It’s a suite of 
products available to Software 
Assurance customers as an add-on 
subscription licence, and is really 
designed to help customers maximise 
the investments they are making in our 
desktop platforms and reduce the total 
cost of ownership (TCO) of the desktop. 
There are currently six tools in the 
MDOP suite: Asset Inventory Service, 
Advanced Group Policy Management, 
Diagnostics and Recovery Toolset, 
Desktop Error Monitoring, Microsoft 
Enterprise Desktop Virtualization and 
Microsoft Application Virtualization. 

Q: Can you tell us about some of the 
MDOP products? 

As a desktop deployment consultant, I 
spend quite a lot of time talking about 
one of the most popular tools available 

within MDOP: Microsoft Application 
Virtualization (App-V). App-V lets you 
take your standard applications and 
wrap them up into a virtual bubble 
so that they can be run on your users’ 
desktops in isolation from other App-
V applications. Having applications 
isolated in this way is useful in 
many ways. Firstly, it helps eliminate 
application to application conflicts; 
this is hugely valuable as it allows us 
to eliminate the regression testing 
process that we would normally have 
to go through as part of the standard 
application lifecycle. 

Secondly, helpdesk calls are also 
potentially reduced because the 
applications are not actually installed. 
All of the application files and registry 
keys for each App-V application are 
stored locally on the machine, but are 
stored within an App-V cache file. This 
means that the application doesn’t 
hook itself into your registry or file 
system and hence the desktop remains 
cleaner and potentially more stable. 
What’s more, if there is a problem 
with the application, it’s really easy to 
remove it cleanly without it leaving 
any traces of ever being installed or 
re-set it to a default state. Not all 
applications can be virtualised though, 
so understanding your application 
portfolio is crucial. 

App-V also changes the way 
organisations can deliver applications. 
Traditionally, applications would be 
first downloaded and installed before 
becoming available to users. App-V 
introduces a concept of application 

streaming where (using an App-V 
infrastructure) users can just log in to 
a machine and the applications that 
the user is entitled to appear almost 
instantly! This is done through a 
process called “publishing refresh”, 
whereby the shortcuts and file type 
associations for an application are 
published to the user’s desktop 
making the applications appear as 
if installed. However, the files that 
make up the application don’t exist 
on the user’s machine yet; when a 
user launches an application, all the 
files required to run that application 
are streamed down on-demand to the 
user. This really enables some great 
scenarios around “hot desking” and 
the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 
(VDI) as no matter where a user sits, 
their own applications will appear 
almost instantly when they log in. 

Another popular tool in the MDOP 
suite is Desktop Error Monitoring 
(DEM). This enables a company to 
proactively monitor any common 
application or OS related problems that 
occur across the estate. When using 
DEM, if an application or operating 
system hangs or crashes, the Dr Watson 
service catches the details and forwards 
them to your central DEM server. This 
allows system administrators to get an 
aggregated view of all the applications 
causing issues across the environment; 
the reporting data can then be used 
to show the most common problems 
within an environment so that 
resources can be focused on resolving 
the most common issues. 

Adam Shepherd of Microsoft Consulting Services 
tells us how to simplify Windows and Office rollouts 
using the Desktop Deployment TechCentre



the server for you. This not only saves 
you hours of effort, but eliminates the 
opportunity for user error. 

The ability to define and automate 
the image creation process is also really 
important in helping make sure that 
when do need to go back and make 
updates to your image, you have a 
repeatable process that you can go back 
to. This allows you to be confident that 
you’re accurately recreating the image, 
giving you a consistent environment to 
both develop with and support.

Once you have created your 
customised image, you can deploy that 
image to your organisation also using 
the Microsoft Deployment Toolkit, 
which can integrate with another of 
the freely downloadable tools, the User 
State Migration Toolkit (USMT). MDT 
will make use of USMT to migrate user 
data and settings during a refresh or 
replace deployment process. 

For our enterprise customers, 
System Center Configuration Manager 
(ConfigMgr) is the recommended 
solution for deployment (though 
MDT can be used to extend its 
capabilities).For more details on using 
the Microsoft Deployment Toolkit for 
deployment of an operating system see  
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
magazine/cc137754.aspx

Another useful but freely available 
tool is the Application Compatibility 
Toolkit (ACT). As the name suggests, 
this is a suite of tools to assist in your 
application compatibility testing efforts. 
As I’ve already alluded to, application 
compatibility testing is among the 
biggest tasks of any deployment 
project. ACT includes a tool called the 
Application Compatibility Manager 
(ACM) that allows you to create a silently 
installing agent that you can deploy to 
your machines to collect an inventory of 
the applications along with some basic 
compatibility information, and then 
store the results in a central database. 
Once you’re created this inventory, you 
can synchronise it against a community 
database where community assessments 

Q: Is MDOP only available to 
Enterprise customers with Software 
Assurance, and if so, are there  
any alternatives?

Yes, it is only available to Software 
Assurance customers. However, 
Software Assurance is available for 
customers with as few as five PCs,  
and the products in the suite are 
designed to be useful in situations 
above that level. For customers without 
Software Assurance, we also have  
some great free tools to help with 
Windows deployments. 

For customers looking to deploy a 
new desktop operating system, one 
of the most popular and useful tools 
out there today is the Microsoft 
Deployment Toolkit (MDT). Just 
about every customer I’ve worked with 
is using this tool! This freely available 
download consists of a set of tools and 
prescriptive guidance that you can use 
to help develop and deploy Windows 
operating system images. At the core 
of the Microsoft Deployment Toolkit 
is the Deployment Workbench. This 
allows you to create a repository of 
deployment source files and then 
use these files to define and create 
a consistent, repeatable process for 
generating or deploying a desktop 
image for your environment. You can 
define a task sequence which contains 
a series of actions that define how 
your desktop image should be built 
along with the components that will 
be included. Examples include how 
the disk should be formatted, which 
operating system version to install, 
the localisation settings to apply, the 
patches that should be added and the 
applications that should be installed. 
If you’re using this process to create a 
customised image, this allows you to 
create an automated process where you 
can network boot a machine and have 
it automatically build and customise 
the operating system, install the patches 
and applications, and then sysprep, 
reboot and capture the image back onto 
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will be displayed for any recognised 
applications including (where available) 
assessments by the software vendor 
themselves (such as whether an 
application is ‘certified for Windows 
Vista’). You can also see whether other 
community members have logged any 
issues and how they have overcome 
them. This allows you to then quickly 
eliminate a number of applications 
from your investigation and focus on 
the applications that are unknown or 
problematic. 

There are more lots more free tools 
that unfortunately we don’t have 
time to discuss, but make sure you 
also check them all out on the new 
Desktop Deployment TechCentre 
at: http://technet.microsoft.com/uk/
desktopdeployment

Adam Shepherd is a consultant working 
for Microsoft Consulting Services in  
the UK. Adam’s technical focus is on 
deploying, maintaining, and managing the 
Windows Client.



Windows Server 2008

Virtualisation is a hot 
term these days, though 
most of the time people 
think it relates only 
to virtual machines 
and the virtualisation 
of operating systems. 
However, Terminal 
Services has been 
abstracting the 
presentation layer 
of remotely run 
applications and 

Joshua Schnoll

desktops since the release of Windows NT 
4.0. Terminal Services has come a long way 
since that time, and Windows Server 2008 
delivers a mature, robust presentation virtu-
alisation platform. I will focus the key areas 
of improvement in Terminal Services. 

What’s new in Terminal Services?
Terminal Services in Windows Server 2008 
has many new features and capabilities:
Terminal Services RemoteApp One of the 
great changes in Windows Server 2008 is the 
ability to remote a single application. In pre-
vious versions of Terminal Services, the en-
tire remote desktop was transmitted, even if 
you only wanted to access a single applica-
tion. This was often confusing to users be-
cause some applications appeared on the 
remote desktop (via Terminal Services) and 
some on the local desktop – and remember-
ing which desktop had which application 
could be challenging. Now, applications ac-
cessed through Terminal Services look and 
behave as if they were running on the end 
user’s local computer. 

At a glance:
New features in Windows 
Server 2008 Terminal 
Services
Using TS Gateway for 
remote access
Load-balancing with TS 
Session Broker

Presentation virtualisation  
with enhanced  
Terminal Services

TechNet Magazine February 2009   13
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Terminal Services Web Access High on eve-
ryone’s wish list was a simple way for end us-
ers to launch applications. TS Web Access 
meets that need by allowing administrators 
to publish individual applications to a web 
page. TS Web Access includes a default web 
page that can be deployed right out of the 
box, but it also can be customised and in-
tegrated into a SharePoint site. In order to 
launch a TS RemoteApp with TS Web Ac-
cess, the user visits a web page (accessed ei-
ther from the Internet or intranet), sees a list 
of all the available applications, and clicks on 
the one he wants to launch. 

In Windows Server 2003, a separate Ac-
tiveX control called the Remote Desktop 
Web Connection (RDWC) was required to 
enable a connection from a browser. Now 
the control has been built right into the 
main Remote Desktop Connection (RDC) 
client, so nothing needs to be downloaded 
or installed to the client. Moreover, the full 
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) feature set 
is supported, which wasn’t the case with the 
old RDWC client. 
Terminal Services Gateway TS Gateway is 
one of the most significant new features in 
Windows Server 2008. RDP traffic runs over 
port 3389, and one of the major issues admin-
istrators had when deploying a terminal serv-
er to users outside the firewall was having to 
either open that port in the firewall (not rec-
ommended) or use a separate VPN solution 
(costly). With TS Gateway, the RDP traffic is 
tunnelled over HTTPS (port 443) to establish 
an encrypted connection between remote 
users on the Internet and the terminal serv-
er (or remote PC). Even better, the scenario 
works great even if the user or terminal serv-
er is located behind a network address trans-
lation (NAT) traversal-based router. 

TS Gateway can be coupled with another 
feature of Windows Server 2008, Network 
Access Protection (NAP), to help ensure the 
health of client machines before granting ac-
cess to Terminal Services resources. 
Terminal Services Session Broker Windows 
Server 2000 introduced Network Load Bal-
ancing (NLB) and, though it works really 
well for web servers, it wasn’t ideal for load 
balancing Terminal Services. The new TS 
Session Broker provides a great alternative 
by expanding the Session Directory capabili-

ties of Windows Server 2003 to enable ses-
sion-based load balancing. 

With TS Session Broker, new sessions are 
distributed to the least-loaded server within 
the farm and users don’t have to know where 
a session was established in order to recon-
nect to an existing session. IT managers can 
use the feature to map the IP address of each 
Terminal Server to a single DNS entry. This 
configuration can also provide fault toler-
ance; if one of the farm servers is unavailable, 
users will connect to the next least-loaded 
server in the farm.
Terminal Services Easy Print Printing has 
historically been the bane of many an ad-
ministrator’s existence in a Terminal Servic-
es environment. With matching print drivers 
required on both server and client machines, 
end users had less flexibility to install print-
ers while administrators had to worry about 
managing print drivers on the server. With 
TS Easy Print, in contrast, users can now reli-
ably print from TS RemoteApp or a full desk-
top session to a local print device, whether 
it is attached directly or via a network. The 
best part is that printers can now be support-
ed without it being necessary to install driv-
ers on the terminal server. 

When a user wants to print from a TS Re-
moteApp program or desktop session, he 
will see the full printer properties dialogue 
box from the local client and have access 
to all the printer functionality (such as wa-
termarks, collating and stapling). When the 
user prints, the print job is rendered with the 
Microsoft XPS file format on the server and 
sent to the client. Furthermore, with TS Easy 
Print, administrators can use Group Policy 
to limit the number of printers redirected 
to just the default printer, thereby reducing 
overhead and improving scalability. 

Those are the “big ticket” features in Win-
dows Server 2008. We will revisit TS Remote-
App, TS Web Access, TS Gateway, and TS 
Session Broker later in this article. First, let’s 
take a look at some other great but less prom-
inent features in this release.

Security features
Security has been beefed up in the new re-
lease of Terminal Services.
Network Level Authentication (NLA) and 
Server Authentication (SA) With previous 

TS Web 
Access allows 
admins to 
publish 
individual 
applications 
to a web 
page, offering 
users a simple 
way to 
launch apps
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User experience features
A number of improvements help users:
Custom display resolutions With the expan-
sive growth of large monitors and a wider va-
riety of display resolution ratios, Windows 
Server 2008 Terminal Services steps up to 
meet your needs. 

The end user has the ability to set cus-
tom display resolutions (up to 4096 x 2048) 
or change the ratios to 16:9 or 16:10 to get 
a widescreen experience. All types of new 
monitor configurations can be supported, 
such as monitors with resolutions of 1680 x 
1050 or 1920 x 1200. This is a great improve-
ment over Windows Server 2003, which sup-
ported a maximum resolution of 1600 x 1200 
and only 4:3 display resolutions ratios. You 
can set a custom display resolution from the 
RDC client dialogue box, in an .rdp file, or 
from a command prompt.

In order to set a custom display resolution 
in an .rdp file, open the .rdp file in a text edi-
tor and add or change the following settings 
(note that <value> is the resolution, such as 
1680 or 1050): 

desktopwidth:i:<value>
desktopheight:i:<value>

To set a custom display resolution from 
a command prompt, use the mstsc.exe com-
mand with the following syntax (note that 
<width> and <height> are the resolution, 
such as 1680 or 1050):

mstsc.exe /w:<width> /h:<height>

Monitor spanning Remote desktop sessions 
are now able to span multiple monitors. 
There are a few prerequisites for this feature 
to work properly: 

• All monitors must use the same resolution. 
For example, two monitors using 1024 x 
768 can be spanned. But one monitor at 
1024 x 768 and one monitor at 800 x 600 
cannot be spanned. 

• All monitors must be aligned horizontally 
(that is, side-by-side). There is currently no 
support for spanning multiple monitors 
vertically on the client system.

• The total resolution across all monitors 
cannot exceed the maximum resolution of 
4096 x 2048.

To enable monitor spanning in an .rdp file, 
open the .rdp file in a text editor and add or 

versions of TS, a denial-of-service or man-in-
the-middle attack could have been launched 
against the logon screen of the terminal serv-
er, as users were presented with the logon 
screen after clicking Connect on the RDC 
client. Now NLA authenticates the user, cli-
ent machine, and server credentials against 

each other before a TS session is spun up on 
the server and the logon screen is presented 
to the user. Server Authentication uses Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS) to help ensure that 
clients are connecting to a legitimate termi-
nal server and not some rogue machine. 
Single sign-on Users want to be able to use 
one set of credentials (a user-password com-
bination or a smart card and PIN combina-
tion) to authenticate just once, and not to 
be asked over and over for those credentials 
each time they want to use a new resource. 
With this release, domain-joined machines 
running Windows Vista or Windows Server 
2008, connecting to a Windows Server 2008-
based terminal server or TS Gateway, can 
now utilise single sign-on.
System-level hardening Both Windows Vista 
and Windows Server 2008 have new system-
level hardening, which basically modularis-
es components of the operating system and 
runs them at lower privilege levels. In Termi-
nal Services, this feature was implemented 
by splitting the core TS engine (termsrv.dll) 
into two separate components (lsm.exe, the 
core session manager, and termsrv.dll for re-
mote connectivity). 

Previously, termsrv.dll ran at the higher 
system privilege level. Now, only one-third 
of the original termsrv.dll code runs at that 
level in the new lsm.exe; the remaining two-
thirds run at the much lower network serv-
ice privilege level. This change significantly 
reduces the attack surface compared with 
Windows Server 2003.

Single sign-on allows 
user to have just one 
set of credentials for 
every resource 
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Display data prioritisation With Windows 
Server 2003, printing a large job could often 
make your on-screen experience suffer. Dis-
play data prioritisation automatically con-
trols virtual channel traffic so that display, 
keyboard and mouse data is given a higher 
priority over other traffic, such as printing 
or file transfers. This prioritisation is de-
signed in order to ensure that your screen, 
keyboard and mouse performance is not 
impacted by bandwidth-intensive actions, 
such as large print jobs.

Out of the box, the setting is 70:30. Display 
and input data are allocated 70 per cent of 
the bandwidth while all other traffic, such as 
file transfers or print jobs, will be allocated 
30 per cent.

You can adjust the settings by making 
changes to the registry of the terminal server. 
To do so, change the value of the following en-
tries under the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Term-
DD subkey:

FlowControlDisable
FlowControlDisplayBandwidth
FlowControlChannelBandwidth
FlowControlChargePostCompression

If these entries do not appear, you can add 
them by right-clicking TermDD, point to 
New, and then click DWORD (32-bit) Value.

You can disable display data prioritisa-
tion by setting the value of FlowControl-
Disable=1. If display data prioritisation is 
disabled, all requests are handled on a first-
in-first-out basis. The default value for Flow-

change the following settings (note: if <val-
ue>=0, monitor spanning is disabled, if <val-
ue>=1, it is enabled): 

Span:i:<value>

To set monitor spanning from a command 
prompt, use the mstsc.exe command with 
the following syntax:

mstsc.exe /span

Desktop Experience Desktop Experience 
makes a Terminal Services desktop much 
more like the Windows Vista desktop expe-
rience. This feature adds a number of com-
ponents to the remote desktop, including 
Windows Media Player 11, desktop themes, 
and photo management. Here’s how to en-
able Desktop Experience:

1. Open Server Manager. Click Start, point to 
Administrative Tools, and then click Server 
Manager. 

2. Under the Features Summary, click Add 
Features.

3. On the Select Features page, select the 
Desktop Experience checkbox and then 
click Next.

4. On the Confirm Installation Selections 
page, verify that the Desktop Experience 
feature will be installed and click Install.

5. On the Installation Results page, you are 
prompted to restart the server to finish the 
installation process. Click Close, and then 
click Yes to restart the server.

Once the server has restarted, you must then 
confirm that the Desktop Experience feature 
is installed.
Font smoothing Font smoothing is the name 
for Terminal Services support for ClearType, 
which helps display computer fonts more 
crisply, especially on an LCD monitor. Font 
smoothing is enabled by default in Windows 
Server 2008, and it can be enabled when a 
client computer connects through a check-
box in the Remote Desktop Connection, as 
shown in Figure 1. 

You should note that font smoothing in-
creases the bandwidth (from 4 to 10 times, 
depending on the scenario) used between 
the client computer and the terminal server. 
This increase in bandwidth occurs because 
ClearType fonts are remoted as bitmaps in-
stead of glyphs, which RDP handles much 
more efficiently. 

Figure 1 Enabling font 
smoothing
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Connection. When it’s enabled, a list of sup-
ported Plug and Play devices that are cur-
rently plugged in will show up. Unsupported 
devices will not appear. You can also select 
the option to redirect devices that have not 
been plugged in yet. Figure 2 shows how to 
enable these from the RDC client.

When the session to the remote computer 
is launched, you should see the Plug and Play 
device that is redirected get automatically in-
stalled on the remote computer – Plug and 
Play notifications will appear in the taskbar. 
After the redirected Plug and Play device is 
installed, it is available for use in your session 
with the remote computer. For example, if 
you are redirecting a Windows Portable De-
vice such as a digital camera, it can be ac-
cessed directly from an application such as 
the Scanner and Camera Wizard on the re-
mote computer.

You can control Plug and Play device re-
direction by using either of the following 
Group Policy settings:

• Do not allow supported Plug and Play 
device redirection located in Computer 
Configuration\Administrative Templates\
Windows Components\Terminal Serv-
ices\Terminal Server\Device and Resource 
Redirection.

• The policy settings located in Computer 
Configuration\Administrative Templates\
System\Device Installation\Device Instal-
lation Restrictions.

You can also control Plug and Play device re-
direction on the Client Settings tab in the 
Terminal Services Configuration tool (tscon-
fig.msc) by using the Supported Plug and 
Play Devices checkbox.

Easier remote access
I mentioned earlier that TS RemoteApp lets 
users remote a single application and TS 
Web Access lets them access applications 
easily from a web page; now let’s take look a 
little closer at these features and at some of 
the configuration details.
TS RemoteApp RemoteApp programs can 
be deployed to user desktops through a va-
riety of methods. In addition to TS Web Ac-
cess, you can also:

• Create a Remote Desktop Protocol file. 

ControlDisable=0. You can set the relative 
bandwidth priority for display (and input 
data) by setting the FlowControlDisplay-
Bandwidth value. The default value is 70; 
the maximum value allowed is 255. Likewise, 
you can set the relative bandwidth prior-
ity for other virtual channels (such as clip-
board, file transfers, or print jobs) by setting 
the FlowControlChannelBandwidth value. 
The default value is 30; the maximum value 
allowed is 255.

The bandwidth ratio for display data 
prioritisation is based on the values of 
FlowControlDisplayBandwidth and Flow-
ControlChannelBandwidth. For example, if 
FlowControlDisplayBandwidth is set to 150 
and FlowControlChannelBandwidth is set 
to 50, the ratio is 150:50. As a result of this, 
display and input data will be allocated 75 
per cent of the bandwidth.

The FlowControlChargePostCompression 
value determines if flow control will calcu-
late the bandwidth allocation based on pre-
or post-compression bytes. The default value 
is 0, which means that the calculation will be 
made on pre-compression bytes.

If you make any changes to the registry 
values, you need to restart the terminal serv-
er for the changes to take effect.
Plug and play device redirection In Win-
dows Server 2008 Terminal Services, device 
redirection has been enhanced and expand-
ed. Now you can redirect Windows Portable 
Devices, specifically media players based on 
the Media Transfer Protocol (MTP) and dig-
ital cameras based on the Picture Transfer 
Protocol (PTP). 

This functionality can be enabled with 
the Options button in the Remote Desktop  

Figure 2 Enabling devices 
that are not yet plugged in
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to connect over the web. Add the computer 
account of the TS Web Access server to the 
TS Web Access Computers group on the ter-
minal server. Finally, configure the TS Web 
Access server to populate its list of Remote-
App programs from a single terminal server 
or single farm.

Once the applications have been installed 
through the traditional method or delivered 
to the terminal server with Application Vir-
tualisation (formerly known as SoftGrid), it is 
very straightforward to publish those appli-
cations to TS Web Access. The RemoteApp 
Wizard walks the administrator through a 
few quick and easy steps and the applications 
then appear on the list of published Remote-
App Programs. 

By default, the applications will be pub-
lished to TS Web Access. RemoteApp Man-
ager will then show you a list of applications 
that have been published and all the applica-
tions that are available to users through TS 
Web Access.

Now let’s take a quick peek at the out-of-
the-box end user experience. The first tab 
in TS Web Access shows the icons of all the  

• Create a program icon on the desktop or 
Start menu via a previously distributed 
Windows Installer (.msi) package.

• Execute a file where the file name exten-
sion is associated with a RemoteApp pro-
gram. This can be configured by the admin-
istrator with a Windows Installer package.

For more information on how users can 
access RemoteApp programs, see “How 
Should I Deploy RemoteApp Programs?” in 
the Windows Server 2008 TS RemoteApp 
Step-by-Step Guide at www.microsoft.com/uk/
tsremoteapp
TS Web Access TS Web Access enables the 
deployment of RemoteApp programs from 
a single server or a farm of terminal servers. 
The TS RemoteApp Manager provides a very 
quick and efficient process for publishing 
applications into TS Web Access – first you 
install Terminal Services, then you install the 
applications you want to host.

Use TS RemoteApp Manager to add 
RemoteApp programs that are enabled for 
TS Web Access. Next, install TS Web Ac-
cess on the server to which you want users 

Figure 3 Entering settings for the .rdp files
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applications that are published (see Figure 
3); the second tab lets users connect to a spe-
cific desktop computer using the web front 
end. As noted earlier, this web interface is 
completely customisable and the “TS Web 
Access Step-by-Step Guide: Customizing TS 
Web Access by Using Windows SharePoint 
Services,” available at: www.microsoft.com/ 
uk/tswebaccess, is a great resource that 
walks you through a customisation with  
SharePoint Services. 
Other deployment methods Besides using 
TS Web Access, you can deploy RemoteApp 
programs with .rdp files or Windows Install-
er packages. Those packages can be distribut-
ed through file sharing, or through Microsoft 
Systems Center Operations Manager or Ac-
tive Directory software distribution. The 
next section will walk you through the key 
steps to create the right packages for applica-
tion distribution.

To prepare RemoteApp programs for dis-
tribution through a file share or some oth-
er distribution mechanism, you must install 
Terminal Services and the apps you want 
to publish, and verify remote connection  
settings. The TS RemoteApp Wizard will 
help you to add RemoteApp programs and 
configure global deployment settings. Then 
you can create .rdp files or Windows Install-
er packages.

Let’s walk quickly through the Remote-
App Wizard. In Step 1, you configure the 
Terminal Server, TS Gateway, and Certificate 
settings for the .rdp files (see Figure 4).

In Step 2, you specify where the short-
cut icons will appear on the desktop or Start 
menu and/or associate client file exten-
sions so that local files will launch with the 
RemoteApp (see Figure 5).

In the final step, the RemoteApp Wizard 
opens the Packaged Programs folder so you 
can easily deploy these packaged applica-
tions to client machines with the distribu-
tion software of your choice (see Figure 6).

Terminal Services Gateway 
Now I am going to examine how TS Gate-
way can help your remote users get access 
to applications, data, or desktops from out-
side the firewall. Figure 7 shows at a very 
high level the typical scenario for deploy-
ing TS Gateway in order to provide access to  

Figure 4 Setting options for the program package

Figure 5 Viewing RemoteApp programs in  
TS Web Access

Figure 6 Programs packaged for deployment
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users through the Internet. In essence, the 
TS Gateway sits in the network perimeter 
and tunnels the RDP traffic over HTTPS. Al-
ternatively, you could place an SSL termina-
tor (such as Microsoft Internet Security and 
Acceleration Server – ISA) in the network 
perimeter and forward the incoming RDP 
traffic to your TS Gateway on the other side. 

Here are the steps illustrated in Figure 7:

1. A user on a home laptop can connect via 
the Internet by clicking on either an RDP 
file or a RemoteApp program icon located 
on the desktop, on the icon of a TS Re-
moteApp published via TS Web Access, or 
by opening the Remote Desktop Connec-
tion client.

2. An SSL tunnel is established between the 
home laptop and the terminal servers us-
ing the TS Gateway server’s SSL certificate. 
Before a connection is established, the user 
must be authenticated and authorised ac-
cording to Terminal Services connection 
authorisation policies (TS CAPs) and Ter-
minal Services resource authorisation pol-
icies (TS RAP). Once the TS RAP and TS 
CAP policies (discussed below) have been 
enforced, the user can open a session. 

3. The home laptop exchanges encrypted 
RDP packets encapsulated within SSL 
with the TS Gateway over port 443. The 
TS Gateway forwards the RDP packets to 
terminal server over port 3389.

You can create a farm of TS Gateway serv-
ers for larger installations, but you will need 

Figure 7 Worker 
connecting from 
laptop at home to a 
corporate network

a separate solution (such as NLB or a third-
party load balancer) in order to balance the 
load among the server farm systems. TS Ses-
sion Broker does not handle load balancing 
for TS Gateway server.

Now let’s take a quick look at how to de-
ploy this functionality. In a nutshell, you 
need to obtain and configure a certificate for 
the TS Gateway server and create the two 
types of authorisation policies I mentioned 
earlier: TS CAP and TS RAP.
Obtaining a certificate You can either use an 
existing certificate or request a new one. A 
valid certificate is required for the TS Gate-
way to function and you have a choice dur-
ing installation to import a certificate or 
create a self-signed certificate. 

The self-signed option is good if you are 
doing internal testing, but proper deploy-
ment requires a certificate issued by an enter-
prise certificate authority (such as VeriSign). 
Once you have the certificate installed, you 
can then consider your deployment authori-
sation policies.

Authorisation policies TS CAPs deter-
mine who can connect to the TS Gateway 
and specify under what conditions users 
can connect. For example, you can specify 
that a user group that exists on the local TS 
Gateway server or in Active Directory can 
connect to a TS Gateway and that group 
members must use smart cards.

TS RAPs, on the other hand, determine 
which internal resources users can access 
via the TS Gateway. For example, you can 
create a computer group (such as a farm of  

Windows Server 2008
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minal server farm name, say Farm1. Any ter-
minal server in the farm can therefore act as 
a redirector and process the initial connec-
tion requests. 

Suppose a user starts an RDC client, spec-
ifying a terminal server farm named Farm1. 
The client contacts the DNS server to re-
solve the Farm1 name to an IP address, and 
the DNS server, which is configured to use 
round robin to load balance the initial con-
nection requests, returns a list of IP addresses 
that are registered for Farm1. 

The client sends the connection request to 
the first IP address on the list that is returned 
by the DNS server. The terminal server with 
that address acts as the redirector, querying 
the TS Session Broker server to determine 
which terminal server the client should log 
on to. The TSSession Broker server checks 
its database, and if the user has an existing 
session, Session Broker returns the IP ad-
dress of that terminal server. If not, Session 
Broker determines which terminal server in 
the farm has the lowest load (based on the 
number of sessions and the relative server 
weight value) and returns the IP address of 
that particular server. 

The redirector sends the client that 
IP address and the client then sends the  

terminal servers) and associate it with your 
TS RAP. You need to create both TS CAPs and 
TS RAPs to give remote users access to inter-
nal resources, as a user must meet the condi-
tions of at least one TS CAP and one TS RAP 
in order to have access. Administrators can 
create both types via the TS Gateway Man-
ager, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Together, TS CAPs and TS RAPs pro-
vide two different types of authorisation 
that allow you to configure a more fine-
ly tuned level of access control to com-
puters on an internal network. For more 
information, see the “Terminal Services Gate-
way Step-by-Step Guide” at www.microsoft.com/ 
uk/tsgateway

TS Session Broker
The last topic I’d like to cover is Session Bro-
ker, which provides a simple-to-deploy, ses-
sion-based, load-balancing solution. The 
functionality builds on the Session Directo-
ry capabilities of Windows Server 2003 that 
reconnected a user to an existing session, and 
adds to it the ability to create a new session 
on the least-loaded server in the farm. 

Let’s look at a typical scenario in which all 
terminal servers in a farm have host resource 
records in DNS that map to a particular ter-

Figure 8 Creating a connection authorisation policy
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connection request to that server, which 
processes the logon request and notifies TS 
Session Broker of the successful logon.

Note that while any load-balancing mech-
anism can be used to distribute the initial 
connections, DNS round robin is the easi-
est mechanism to deploy. However, be aware 
that DNS round robin does have some lim-
itations, including the caching of DNS re-
quests on the client, which can result in 
clients using the same IP address for each 
initial connection request, and the potential 
for a 30-second timeout delay if a user is redi-
rected to a terminal server that is offline but 
still listed in DNS.

Deploying TS Session Broker Load Balanc-
ing with a network level load-balancing solu-
tion such as NLB or a hardware load balancer 
avoids the limitations of DNS while still tak-
ing advantage of TS Session Broker features.  
The TS Session Broker load-balancing fea-
ture lets you to assign a relative weight value 
to each server, which helps to distribute the 
load between more powerful and less pow-
erful servers in the farm. For example, if you 
had a server that could handle twice as many 
sessions as another server in the farm, you 
would give that server a 200 weight relative 
to the other at 100.

TS Session Broker Load Balancing sets 
a limit of 16 for the maximum number of 
pending logon requests to a particular termi-

nal server. This feature helps to prevent over-
whelming a single server with new logon 
requests when, for example, you add a new 
server to the farm or when you enable user 
logons on a server where they had been pre-
viously denied.

Additionally, a new “server draining” 
mechanism is provided that lets you pre-
vent new users from logging on to a terminal 
server that is scheduled to be taken down for 
maintenance. If new logons are denied on a 
particular terminal server, TS Session Broker 
will allow users with existing sessions to re-
connect, but will redirect new users to ter-
minal servers that have been configured to 
allow new logons. 

For more information, see the “TS  
Session Broker Load Balancing Step-
by-Step Guide” at www.microsoft.com/uk/ 
tssessionbroker There’s not enough space here 
for me to talk more about the new features 
of Windows Server 2008 TS. However, there 
is much more content, including in-depth  
webcasts, on the Terminal Services website. In 
order to learn more, you should head over to  
technet.microsoft.com/ts.  ■

Joshua Schnoll has more than 15 years of marketing and technology 
experience, focusing the last 6 years on server-based computing. He is the 
worldwide senior product manager for Windows Server Terminal Services. 
Before coming to Microsoft, he held several positions with Sun Microsystems, 
including driving product marketing for Sun Ray ultra-thin clients.

Figure 9 Creating a resource authorisation policy
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At a glance:
How OpsMgr works
Built-in knowledge
Diagnosing problems
Reporting and auditing

System Center

Some of the features  
discussed in this article  
are still in beta and are 
subject to change.

The much-anticipated 
release of Windows 
Server 2008 introduced 
significant changes 
to the OS, adding 
powerful functionality 
such as server core, 
server roles, read-only 
DCs, Hyper-V, Terminal 
Services Gateway and 
enhancement support 
for Internet Protocol 
version 6 (IPv6). While 

Pete Zerger

these changes and new features are benefi-
cial, they do somewhat alter how you use 
System Center to manage and monitor your 
Windows Server 2008 systems. 

As organisations introduce Windows Serv-
er 2008 into their production environments, 
they’ll need a way to manage and monitor 
the health, performance and availability of 
these services. Fortunately, you can use ex-
isting System Center technologies. System 
Center Operations Manager 2007 (OpsMgr) 
recently added support for Windows Server 
2008 through the availability of new man-
agement packs, and System Center Config-
uration Manager 2007 (ConfigMgr) added 
support for Windows Server 2008 with the 
release of ConfigMgr SP1.

How OpsMgr works
OpsMgr 2007 monitors and measures the 
health of Windows Server 2008 and apps on 
your server using an agent that is installed on 
the server being monitored. The agent reports 
data, such as events, alerts and performance 
data, to a central server called a management 

Monitoring  
Windows Server 2008 
with OpsMgr 2007
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server. The management server then inserts 
this data into a central SQL Server database. 
This data can then be rendered in the oper-
ations console on any workstation (running 
Windows XP SP2 or a newer version of Win-
dows) or through a web console. This archi-
tecture is illustrated in Figure 1.

Once an OpsMgr agent is installed and 
configured on your servers, discovery of ap-
plications and services installed on the serv-
ers is automatic. Special monitoring rules, 
called Object Discoveries, are sent down to 
the agent by the management server. These 
rules perform checks on the registry and 
file system as well as run scripts designed to 
discover exactly which components are in-
stalled. They also identify all the roles the 
Windows Server 2008 server may be con-
figured for, such as domain controller, print 
server, web server or cluster server. 

Object Discoveries are configured by de-
fault to repeat at regular intervals on the lo-
cal machine. By repeating these checks on a 
regular basis, OpsMgr can identify changes 
in applications and services configured on 
the server over time. Now I can delve into 
how OpsMgr 2007 provides visibility into 
the Windows Server 2008 infrastructure. 

Knowledge to solve real-world problems 
As mentioned, management packs enable 
the core monitoring functionality by pro-
viding a collection of monitoring rules, tasks 
and reports. But while the primary purpose 
of OpsMgr is to identify little issues before 
they become big problems, it goes further 
than just raising an alert when there’s a sign 
of trouble. The management packs actually 
contain information on probable causes and 
recommended solutions for many issues the 
monitoring rules identify. This information 
is shown in context when you view alerts 
(see Figure 2), both in the Monitoring space 
and when viewing the health state of a sys-
tem using the Health Explorer. 

In addition to displaying the current health 
state of systems and apps, the Health Explor-
er tool also displays a history of changes in 
system and application health, along with a 
time stamp for each change. You can actual-
ly select the occurrence of any change in the 
health state and view details related to the 
change that triggered the condition.

Through special responses called Diagnos-
tics and Recoveries, you can configure Ops-
Mgr to automatically retrieve configuration 
or environmental data when an issue occurs. 
You can see in Figure 3 that when a state 
change event related to a slow response from 
a Windows 2008 DNS Server is highlight-
ed, the bottom pane displays a list of run-
ning processes collected when the change 
occurred on the server. This data may be the 
key to figuring out which services were con-
suming excess resources at that time. 

Figure 2 Product knowledge delivered in the Alert view of the  
operations console

Figure 1 Example Operations Manager 2007 management group topology
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Service availability and visibility
Windows Server 2008, of course, includes 
features such as Internet Information Ser-
vices 7.0 (which can be used to deliver Mi-
crosoft .NET Framework-based applications 
and Web services), as well as features such as 
failover clustering and network load balanc-
ing, to make these services highly available. 
While clustering and network load balanc-
ing have become easier to implement and 
manage in Windows Server 2008, these tech-
nologies still add complexity to management 
tasks. Visibility into the health and perfor-

mance of these components is vital to ensur-
ing your infrastructure and applications are 
performing as expected.

OpsMgr addresses this complexity with 
management packs for the high-availability 
solutions built into Windows Server 2008. 
These management packs alone provide 
hundreds of monitoring rules to ensure the 
health of each of these components.

When it comes to service monitoring, 
what counts in the end is that business-crit-
ical apps are available from the customer’s 
perspective. A critical web app designed for 
your customers may be available on the serv-
er but inaccessible externally. OpsMgr of-
fers such features as synthetic transaction 
and distributed app monitoring to provide 
service-level visibility into the transactional 
health and availability of distributed line-of-
business apps from an end user perspective.

Using a simple wizard, you can create a 
synthetic URL monitor to test the availabil-
ity, response time, and content returned by 
a web application. OpsMgr can validate the 
transactional health of your applications us-
ing monitoring features available out of the 
box. But for true transactional monitoring 
of more complex web applications, you can 
record a browse sequence of browser-based 
actions to include in the URL monitor, pro-
viding a more thorough and realistic test. 

To ensure availability from an end user 
perspective, you can choose one or more 
computers in different locations on your 
network (called watcher nodes) to perform 
the URL test. This is done in the same wizard, 
as shown Figure 4. To act as a watcher node, 
the system needs an OpsMgr agent installed.

Seeing the distributed enterprise
Using the Distributed Application Designer 
in OpsMgr 2007, administrators can create a 
model of their distributed application infra-
structure (see Figure 5). The designer lets you 
drag and drop the components of an applica-
tion into a single view and define dependen-
cies to illustrate how the components relate 
to one another. It doesn’t matter whether 
you have an IIS 7.0 site or a Windows Serv-
er 2008 system running Hyper-V and hosting 
virtual machines. All the monitored objects 
can be included in a diagram representing a 
true picture of your app.

Figure 3 State change events in the OpsMgr Health Explorer

Figure 4 Choosing watcher nodes for synthetic URL monitoring
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You can even create custom health algo-
rithms, allowing granular control over what 
constitutes healthy and unhealthy states in 
your apps. This feature is useful in config-
uring how OpsMgr calculates the health of 
load-balanced components that can sustain 
multiple failures (such as a web farm).

Service level reporting
The Windows Server 2008 Operating System 
management pack includes a number of per-
formance reports that can be used to gauge 
server performance. But that’s just the tip of 
the reporting iceberg. OpsMgr 2007 includes 
global performance and availability reports 
(located in the Microsoft Generic Report Li-
brary). These allow users with report access 
to report on the availability of any moni-
tored object in OpsMgr 2007. 

This capability can be used to measure ap-
plication and system performance against 
IT service delivery objectives. For example, 
you can use the generic Availability report, 
shown in Figure 6, to determine the availabil-
ity of all your Windows Server 2008 instanc-
es, server roles and OS components in your 
environment with just a couple of clicks. Or 
you can use the Business Hours feature in re-
port headers to generate Availability reports 
that only cover the specific time periods dur-
ing which your apps must be available.

The Service Level Dashboard is a feature 
that extends reporting functionality and, as 
a result, allows administrators to configure 
benchmarks for performance and availabili-
ty service level agreements (SLAs). You then 
have the ability to compare this to actual dis-
tributed application availability to see how 
performance stands up to performance and 
availability goals. The information is dis-
played in a consolidated dashboard, which is 
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6 Windows OS availability reporting in OpsMgr 2007

Figure 5 Distributed application modeling in OpsMgr 2007
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Pairing up in security and  
compliance auditing 
As you surely know, problems with data pri-
vacy have led to a number of government-
imposed regulations, such as Sarbanes-Oxley 
(SOX) and Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA). Aligning cor-
porate security policies with industry best 
practices is no longer just a good idea – it’s 
the law! The ability to recount and explain 

what changes occurred on a system are a 
matter of critical importance, and the fail-
ure to do so can cost an organisation mil-
lions of dollars in fines.

Security auditing in the last few versions 
of Windows Server was covered by 9 very 
broad security audit categories, frequently 
resulting in information overload. Windows 
Server 2008, however, provides more than 50 
audit categories delivered through a new fea-
ture called Granular Audit Policy (GAP). This 
lets you perform security auditing with much 
greater control, filtering out non-critical in-
formation from the event log without losing 
visibility at the category level. For example, if 
on a particular system you want to monitor 
changes only to the Active Directory and not 
to local items, such as the registry, you can 
configure the Directory Service audit subcat-
egory to report only these events. You can en-
able success and/or failure auditing of these 
changes at the command line like so:

Auditpol /set /subcategory:"Directory Service Changes" 
/failure:enable

Even more filtering and reporting on this 
in a single interface is available in OpsMgr 
with Audit Collection Services (ACS). This 
automates collection and centralised archi-
val of distributed Windows Security Event 
Logs in a single database repository. 

The Audit Forwarding Service, which is 
loaded as part of the OpsMgr agent instal-
lation (but disabled by default), will send  

Figure 7 Service Level Dashboard in OpsMgr 2007

Figure 8 Audit Collection 
Services architecture



Security Event Log events to a central serv-
er. This central server, which is called an ACS 
Collector, then inserts the security events 
into a central audit database hosted on a 
server running SQL Server 2005. This archi-
tecture is illustrated in Figure 8. By forward-
ing events in nearly real time, the likelihood 
that local administrators can interfere with 
Security Log Events is minimized. 

Once these events haven been collected, 
auditors and administrators can then anal-
yse them through nearly 20 reports included 
with Audit Collection Services (see Figure 9). 
ACS reports cover a variety of common au-
dit categories, such as account management 
events, forensic reports targeting user activ-
ity, and reports revealing potential threats 
to your Windows 2008 Security Event Logs 
(such as attempts by administrators to clear 
the Security Event Log on a monitored Win-
dows system).

A management pack for every application
As part of its commitment to the Dynamic 
Systems Initiative, Microsoft has vowed to 
deliver a management pack for every new 
server application. With so many services 
available in Windows Server, Microsoft has 
committed to deliver more than 20 manage-
ment packs for the Windows Server 2008 
platform alone. The list of Windows Server 
2008 management packs for OpsMgr 2007 
includes those shown in Figure 10. 

Getting started
As you can see, Windows Server 2008 and 
System Center Operations Manager 2007 

Figure 9 Audit Collection reports in 
Operations Manager 2007

2008 Windows Server Operating System (Base OS)

2008 Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS)

2008 Domain Name Service (DNS)

2008 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)

2008 Internet Information Services (IIS)

2008 Windows Key Management Services (KMS)

2008 Group Policy

2008 Application Server

2008 Print Server

2008 Terminal Services (TS)

2008 DFS-R (Replication)

2008 DFS-N (Namespace)

2008 Active Directory 

2008 Network Access Protection (NAP)*

2008 Services for Unix 

2008 Network Load Balancing (NLB)

2008 Windows Rights Management Services (RMS)

2008 Windows Deployment Services 

2008 Streaming Media Services

2008 Certificate Services

2008 Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS)

2008 AD Lightweight Directory Services (ADLDS)

2008 Hyper-V 

2008 Fax Server

Figure 10  OpsMgr Management Packs 

deliver a solid, enterprise-ready infrastruc-
ture to support your most critical business 
services. With a host of features designed 
to deliver service-oriented monitoring with 
integration in all the right places, OpsMgr 
2007 allows organisations to take advantage 
of existing investments in Active Directory, 
streamline administration, and reduce the 
total cost of ownership of Windows Server 
2008 deployments. 

I recommend that you download the 60-
day trial version of Windows Server 2008, 
available at www.microsoft.com/windows 
server2008/en/us/trial-software.aspx

You can also download a 180-day  
trial version of Operations Manager 2007 at:  
www.microsoft.com/technet/opsmgr/2007/
downloads/trials/privacy.mspx  ■

Pete Zerger is a con-
sulting partner with AKOS 
Technology Services. With 
nine years of experience in 
the IT industry, Pete focuses 
on design and deployment of 
enterprise operations man-
agement, directory services, 
and messaging solutions.
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Virtualisation

Server virtualisation 
is poised to make a 
significant impact 
in enterprise IT 
departments, and 
Hyper-V with Windows 
Server 2008 can 
make it a reality. The 
consolidation of servers 
onto fewer physical 
machines has huge 
advantages in resource 
and cost savings, but

Steven Ekren

two key factors need to be considered dur-
ing the planning process. Users have increas-
ing expectations regarding the availability of 
their software, including both line-of-busi-
ness (LOB) applications and tools such as 
messaging and collaboration platforms. Fur-
thermore, problems or failure on servers can 
have a significantly greater impact on oper-
ations. Windows Server 2008 and Hyper-V 
provide solutions that can be implemented 
to provide high availability (HA) of virtual 
machines (VMs) as well as to the workloads 
being hosted inside the VMs. 

High availability
Availability means that users can access a sys-
tem to do their work. With high availability, 
there is a significant expectation that users 
will always be able to access the system, be-
cause it has been designed and implemented 
to ensure operational continuity. 

High availability for Hyper-V is achieved 
through the use of the Windows Server 2008 
Failover Cluster feature. High availability is 
impacted by both planned and unplanned 

At a glance:
Consolidating servers 
using Hyper-V
Ensuring high availability 
of virtual machines
Setting up a Windows 
Server 2008 failover cluster

Achieving high availability 
for Hyper-V
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downtime, and failover clustering can sig-
nificantly increase availability of virtual ma-
chines in both of these categories.

Virtual machines can be managed by the 
Failover Cluster, and the Failover Cluster 
can be used inside virtual machines to moni-
tor and move the workloads that are hosted 
in the VM. I’ll describe both of these con-
figuration scenarios in more detail, but the 
majority of this article will be about manag-
ing virtual machines Before you get started, 
however, you may want to take a look at the 
“Useful Hyper-V Terms” sidebar.

Hosts and guests
Because there are multiple operating systems 
running on a Hyper-V system, it can get chal-
lenging to keep clear which layer, or OS, is 
being discussed. I use the term “guest” to re-
fer to the OS and environment within a Hy-
per-V VM that is running in a child partition. 
I use the term “host” to indicate the physical 
machine, which is being managed by the OS 
on the Hyper-V parent partition. 

Host availability addresses the problems 
that come with the “putting all your eggs 
in one basket” scenario that server consoli-
dation can cause. The Windows Server 2008 
Failover Cluster can be configured on the Hy-
per-V parent partition (host) so that Hyper-V 
child partitions (virtual machines or guests) 
can be monitored for health and moved be-
tween nodes of the cluster. This configura-
tion has the following key advantages:

•	 If the physical machine that Hyper-V and 
the VM are running on needs to be updat-

ed, changed or rebooted, the VMs can be 
moved to other nodes of the cluster. The 
VMs can then be moved back once the 
physical machine is returned to service. 

•	 If the physical machine that Hyper-V and 
the VMs are running on fails (perhaps a 
motherboard failure) or is significantly 
degraded, the other members of the Win-
dows failover cluster will take over the 
ownership of the VMs and bring them on-
line automatically.

•	 If the VM fails, it can be restarted on the 
same Hyper-V server or moved to anoth-
er Hyper-V server. Since this is detected 
by the Windows Server Failover Cluster, 
it will automatically take recovery steps 
based on the settings in the VM’s resource 
properties. Downtime is minimised due to 
the detection and recovery automation.

Figure 1 represents what might happen in 
such situations. First, VM2 resides on Host 
A, then VM2 is moved to Host B. Note that 
the node that owns the SAN storage LUN 2 
changes from Host A to Host B during this 
move. To ensure that your high availability 
solution will meet your availability needs, 
consider carefully where the VMs will be 
placed. You need to think about both capac-
ity and performance. 

The capacity of the nodes should be suf-
ficient to host all the VMs and to allow for 
x number of nodes to fail or be taken out 
of active cluster participation (x represents 
the number of nodes you want the cluster 
to be able to tolerate losing and still be able 
to host all of the VMs). When deciding on  

Figure 1 A virtual machine and its storage move to a new host
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capacity, you can choose to have some nodes 
that don’t regularly host VMs, holding them 
in reserve. Alternatively, you can spread the 
VMs across all nodes, ensuring that each 
node has enough extra capacity to be able 
to successfully take ownership and start the 
VMs if any x number of nodes were to fail.

For daily performance reasons, it may be 
desirable to spread the VMs across all nodes 
of the cluster. If nodes are held in reserve and 
don’t host any VMs, then the nodes hosting 
the VMs will have more resources in use and 
that may reduce the performance of the VMs 
as well as the management partition. Spread-
ing the VMs across the nodes reduces the 
load that each is carrying and can provide 
better performance for the VMs and man-
agement partitions. It can, however, make 
capacity planning more challenging. Man-
agement software, such as System Center 
Virtual Machine Manager 2008, can help by 
providing calculations on capacity for node 
failure and VM placement.

Guest availability
Guest availability focuses on making the 
workload that is being run inside a VM high-
ly available. Common workloads include file 
and print servers, IIS, and LOB applications. 
Analysing high-availability needs and solu-
tions for workloads inside VMs is very much 
the same as on standalone servers. The solu-
tion will depend on the specific workload. 

Some workloads can achieve high avail-
ability through Windows Network Load Bal-
ance (NLB), which allows multiple servers to 
be part of a pool with a common network 
name. Clients make a connection request us-
ing that virtual network name and the con-

nection is made to one of the nodes of the 
NLB cluster. A typical scenario that uses NLB 
clustering is building web farms with IIS, 
where each individual system has IIS with 
the same web pages and access to the same 
data. NLB provides load balancing as well as 
the ability to remove servers from member-
ship for maintenance or in case of a prob-
lem with the server, and therefore provides 
a level of high availability. If a Hyper-V VM 
is running Windows Server 2008 (or an ear-
lier version of Windows Server that includes 
NLB), the guest can be a member of an NLB 
cluster with other guests on the same or dif-
ferent Hyper-V host(s).

Guests that are running Windows Server 
2008 can use the Windows Failover Cluster 
feature to provide high availability for their 
workloads. There are several advantages of 
using Windows failover clustering inside of 
a guest (guest clustering):
Workload	 health	 monitoring Windows 
Failover Cluster has a resource monitor that 
makes calls to the resource DLL associated 
with the cluster. Each resource has health 
monitoring that tests the application or ser-
vice being managed by the resource to ensure 
that it is operating correctly. These checks 
are commonly called the isAlive/looksAlive 
checks. If the resource fails one of these 
calls, the resource itself will fail. Depending 
on how its properties are configured, the re-
source may try to restart the service or appli-
cation, or it may be moved to another node 
in the Windows failover cluster.
Virtual	machine	maintenance If the config-
uration of the VM needs to be changed, or if 
the OS or software needs to be updated or 
changed, the workload can be moved to an-
other node of the cluster and the VM either 
shut down or updated with minimal inter-
ruption to the end users.
Host	 machine	 maintenance If the physi-
cal machine hosting a Hyper-V VM needs 
maintenance or software updates and oth-
er members of the Windows failover cluster 
are located on different Hyper-V hosts, the 
workload in the VM can be moved to anoth-
er node of the cluster and that VM can be 
shut down to accommodate the changes or 
reboots of the physical server.
Virtual	 or	 host	 machine	 failure If there is 
a failure of the physical Hyper-V host or 

Guests running 
Windows Server 2008 
can use the Windows 
Failover Cluster 
feature to provide 
high availability
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the virtual machine guest, the other nodes 
of the Windows failover cluster will de-
tect that the cluster member is no longer re-
sponding or participating in the cluster and 
the surviving nodes will bring online the ap-
plications or services that had been running 
on the failed VM.

Making VMs highly available
Configuring a virtual machine to be highly 
available is as simple going through the HA 
Role Wizard under Failover Cluster Manage-
ment. Hyper-V virtual machines have several 
key components that need to be considered 
when they are being managed as highly avail-
able. Let’s take a look some of the important 
concepts and general prerequisites.
Failover	 cluster	 nodes Each physical serv-
er that is part of a failover cluster is called a 
node. For host clustering, the Failover Clus-
ter service runs in Windows Server 2008 on 
the parent partition of the Hyper-V system. 
This allows the VMs that are running in 
child partitions on the same physical servers 
to be configured as highly available virtual 
machines. The virtual machines that are con-
figured for HA will be shown as resources in 
the Failover Cluster Management console.
HA	 storage Highly available virtual ma-
chines can be configured to use Virtual Hard 
Disks (VHDs), passthrough disks, and dif-
ferencing disks. To enable the movement of 
virtual machines between failover cluster 
nodes, there needs to be storage (appearing 
as disks in Disk Management) that can be ac-
cessed by any node that might host the VM 
and that is managed by the Failover Cluster 
service. Passthrough disks should be added 
to the failover cluster as disk resources, and 
VHD files must be on disks that are added to 
the failover cluster as disk resources. 
Virtual	 machine	 resource This is a failover 
cluster resource type that represents the vir-
tual machine. When the virtual machine re-
source is brought online, a child partition is 
created by Hyper-V and the OS in the virtu-
al machine is started. The offline function of 
the virtual machine resource removes the VM 
from Hyper-V on the node where it was be-
ing hosted and the child partition is removed 
from the Hyper-V host. If the virtual machine 
is shut down, stopped, or put in saved state, 
this resource will be put in the offline state.

Virtual	 machine	 configuration	 resource 
This is a failover cluster resource type that is 
used to manage the configuration informa-
tion for a VM. There is one virtual machine 
configuration resource for each virtual ma-
chine. A property of this resource contains 
the path to the configuration file that con-
tains all the information needed to add the 
virtual machine to the Hyper-V host. Access 
to the configuration file is required for a vir-
tual machine resource to start. Because the 
configuration is managed by a separate re-
source, a VM resource’s configuration can be 
modified even when the VM is offline. 
Virtual	machine	Services	and	Applications	
group For a service or application to be made 
highly available through failover clustering, 
multiple resources must be hosted on the 
same failover cluster node. To ensure that 
these resources are always on the same node, 

The following is a list of terms that help define components or functions 
of a highly available Hyper-V system (host cluster).
Parent partition All operating systems that run on a hypervisor server 
have allocated hardware resources that include RAM, CPU and other 
system components. In Hyper-V, the partition that manages the configu-
ration of the hypervisor and system resources is often referred to as the 
parent partition. When the Hyper-V role is configured and the server re-
booted, the Windows Server 2008 installation that was the native OS on 
the system becomes the OS in the parent partition of the Hyper-V server.
Child partition An isolated environment on a Hyper-V server that is 
configured to hold a guest operating system and to provide hardware 
resources to that operating system.
Hyper-V host The physical server that is hosting Hyper-V and the operat-
ing system running inside the parent partition.
Hyper-V virtual machine The Hyper-V configuration information and 
the data that is used to boot and run a Hyper-V child partition. This in-
cludes the configuration information to create the child partition and the 
VHD files or passthrough disks that contain its data.
Passthrough disk A storage device that is exposed in Disk Management 
as a physical disk assigned for exclusive use by a Hyper-V guest. The Hy-
per-V guest mounts the disk and uses it like a locally connected storage 
device. 
Virtual hard disk (VHD) A file that is connected to by a Hyper-V child 
partition that is exposed to the operating system as a storage device 
(disk). The .vhd file is located on a storage device mounted by the parent 
partition and can be a direct attached storage device, or storage that is 
connected to over a SAN, NAS or SMB.

Useful Hyper-V terms
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and they interoperate appropriately, the re-
sources are put into a group that the Win-
dows Server 2008 Failover Cluster refers to 
as “Service or Application.” The virtual ma-
chine resource and the virtual machine con-
figuration resource for a VM are always in 
the same Services or Applications group. 
There may also be one or more physical disk 
(or other storage type) resources containing 
VHDs or configuration files or passthrough 
disks in a Service or Applications group.
Resource	 dependencies It is important to 
ensure that the virtual machine configura-
tion resource is brought online before the 
virtual machine resource is brought online 
(started), and that the virtual machine con-
figuration resource is taken offline after the 
virtual machine resource is taken offline 
(stopped). Setting the properties of the vir-
tual machine resource so that it is depen-
dent on the virtual machine configuration 
resource ensures this online/offline order. If 
there is a storage resource that contains the 
file for the virtual machine configuration re-
source or virtual machine resource, then the 
resource should be made dependent on that 
storage resource(s). For example, if the vir-
tual machine uses VHD files on disk G: and 
disk H:, the virtual machine resource should 

be dependent on the configuration file re-
source and the resource for disk G: and the 
resource for disk H:. 

Prerequisites
Here are the three prerequisites for mak-
ing Hyper-V virtual machines highly avail-
able using the Windows Server 2008 Failover 
Cluster feature:

1. The Windows Server 2008 Failover Cluster 
feature must be configured for each node 
of the cluster. For more information on 
configuring and managing Failover Clus-
ters, see the “Hyper-V Resources” sidebar.

2. The Hyper-V role must be installed. Hyper-V  
updates should be installed and the role 
configured for each node of the failover 
cluster (again, see the “Hyper-V Resources” 
sidebar). Hyper-V has an update package 
that installs the Hyper-V server compo-
nents and another one that installs the 
Hyper-V management console. Once the 
update is installed for the Hyper-V server 
components, the role can be added through 
Server Manager or ServerManagerCMD. 

3. You need to have shared storage available 
to the virtual machines. The storage could 
be managed by the failover cluster as a 

Figure 2 Configuring a 
virtual machine
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built-in physical disk resource type, or you 
could use a third-party solution to manage 
the shared storage. Of course, the third-
party solution must support Windows 
Server 2008 failover clusters. 

HA walk-through
Now let’s see how a high availability solution 
is set up. The first step is to set up a virtual 
machine. On one of the nodes of the failover 
cluster that has the Hyper-V role installed, 
configure a virtual machine using the Hy-
per-V Manager (see Figure 2). This could be a 
new VM that is configured manually, or you 
could import a pre-existing one. The VHDs 
should be located on a disk that is managed 
by the Windows Server 2008 failover cluster 
and that is currently online on the node the 
VM is being configured on. 

Now put the virtual machine in the 
stopped state by shutting down, turning off, 
or saving state. Only virtual machines in the 
stopped state can be configured for manage-
ment by the failover cluster.

Open the Failover Cluster Manager con-
sole (shown in Figure 3) on any server that is 
running the Windows Server 2008 Failover 

Cluster role, or on a Windows Vista client 
running the Remote Server Administration 
Tools (RSAT). Connect to the failover clus-
ter by choosing the Manage a cluster… ac-
tion and then selecting a node or the cluster 
name, or by selecting the option to connect 
to the cluster on the node that the console is 
running on. 

From the Failover Cluster Manager con-
sole, select the Configure a Service or Ap-
plication… action. This will open the High 
Availability Wizard, which takes you through 
configuring services, applications or virtual 
machines to be managed by the failover clus-
ter. In the Select Service or Application page 
of the wizard, choose Virtual Machine, and 
then select Next.

The Select Virtual Machine page will dis-
play all the virtual machines that are con-
figured on any node of the failover cluster. 
Select a virtual machine, then select Next. 
The Confirmation page of the wizard will 
show any warnings or errors. In this step, the 
virtual machine configuration is checked to 
verify that it can be configured as an HA re-
source and that the nodes should be able to 
host it. Selecting Next here adds the virtual 

Figure 3 A virtual 
machine in 
Failover Cluster 
Manager
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machine to the failover cluster as a highly 
available resource. 

The Summary page provides information 
about the results of adding the virtual ma-
chine as a highly available resource, includ-
ing any warnings. A View Report… button 
can show you details of the tasks that were 
done to make the virtual machine highly 
available, as well as any warnings or errors. 
Finally, select Finish to close the High Avail-
ability Wizard.

As the window in Figure 3 shows, the 
Failover Cluster Manager console will list 
an object with the default name of Virtual 
Machine(x) in the left pane under the cluster 
name and Services or Applications. Choose 
the virtual machine from that tree structure 
and the resources that are part of that Ser-
vices or Applications group will show in the 
center pane of the console. If any other vir-
tual machine had its files on the same stor-
age as the one that was chosen, it will also be 
added to the group. Virtual machine and vir-
tual machine configuration resources will be 
shown for each virtual machine that was put 
in the group. 

The information pane for the Services 
or Applications group displays the Status, 
Alerts, Preferred Owners, and Current Own-
er information for the group. The Owner 
node is the node where the virtual machine 
is currently configured or running. Select the 

Move Virtual Machine(s) to another node ac-
tion to have the virtual machine taken of-
fline and then brought online on another 
node. It’s generally a best practice to move 
a VM to each node that may host it in the 
failover cluster to verify that the move is suc-
cessful and the VM will start and run.

Considerations
Here are some key points to keep in mind 
when you are setting up virtual machines for 
high availability:
Storage If virtual machines have VHD files 
on the same shared disk, even if they are lo-
cated on different volumes on the same disk, 
they will be placed in the same Service or 
Application group. One of the advantages of 
sharing the disk is that it enables better use 
of available shared storage space. 

However, the trade-off is that any 
time a virtual machine is moved, whether 
due to automated recovery from a problem 
with the virtual machine or because of an ad-
ministrator’s choice, all the virtual machines 
in the group will be moved.
Driver	 letters	 and	 GUIDs Volumes can be 
created without assigned drive letters. Virtu-
al machines can use those volumes and the 
volumes can be managed by the failover clus-
ter. If a disk resource has volumes that use 
GUIDs instead of drive letters, the GUID 
will be shown in Cluster Management. 

 Description of the update for the release version of the Hyper-V technology for 
Windows Server 2008

 http://support.microsoft.com/kb/950050
 Hyper-V step-by-step guide: Testing Hyper-V and failover clustering

 www.microsoft.com/uk/hypervguide
 Introducing Windows Server 2008 failover clustering (by Chuck Timon, published  
in the US edition of TechNet Magazine, July 2008)

 http://technet.microsoft.com/magazine/cc672627
 The NLB host does not converge as expected on Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V 
virtual machines

 http://support.microsoft.com/kb/953828
 Win2008 cluster webcasts 

 www.microsoft.com/uk/clusterwebcast
 The Microsoft support policy for Windows Server 2008 failover clusters

 http://support.microsoft.com/kb/943984

Hyper-V Resources

Virtualisation
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When you are creating virtual machines and 
specifying the path for the VHDs, it is very 
important to make sure that the GUID in 
the path matches the GUID that is showing 
in Cluster Management for the volume. If it 
does not match, the virtual machine may not 
start successfully (online) on other nodes of 
the failover cluster.

There are several situations that might 
cause the GUIDs to not match. If a volume 
was brought online on nodes before they 
were added as a failover cluster-managed 
disk resource, the volume can have a differ-
ent GUID on each node. It’s also possible for 
a volume to have multiple GUIDs on a single 
node. When a disk is added to a failover clus-
ter as a physical disk resource, the volume 
GUIDs that are in use on the node that has 
the disks online will be noted in the proper-
ties for the disk resource. 

The GUIDs for the volumes will be added 
to a node when the disk resource is brought 
online. This ensures that the particular GUID 
that the failover cluster has noted for the vol-
ume is a valid path on any node that brings 
the disk online. That node may have other 
GUIDs that are also associated with the same 
volume. Therefore, a user could find a GUID 
that is valid for the volume on that node, 
but it is not the same GUID that the failover 
cluster is ensuring is used for the volume on 
other nodes. The symptom of this problem is 
that a virtual machine resource, usually the 
Configuration resource, fails to come online 
and displays an error message indicating that 
the path is invalid. The path in the error mes-
sage shows the GUID that is not the cluster-
managed GUID for the volume.
Mount	points Volumes that are mounted to 
a folder in another volume, instead of assign-
ing a drive letter or using a GUID, are valid 
for use with Hyper-V and failover clusters. 
Since both the volume that is mounted and 
the volume that is hosting the mount point 
must be on the same failover cluster node, 
you must have all the disks that are part of 
the mount point in the same Failover Cluster 
Service or Application group. 

If the volumes are on the same disks, obvi-
ously this is not an issue. However, it is defi-
nitely an issue if the volumes are on different 
disks. It’s equally obvious, but still worth 
mentioning, that both the volume that is 

mounted and the host of the mount point 
must be shared storage that is configured to 
be managed by the failover cluster.
Differencing	 disks All VHD files that are 
part of differencing disks need to be on 
shared storage in the same Services or Ap-
plications group as the VM using the differ-
encing disks. In its simplest configuration, a 

differencing disk involves two VHDs. One 
VHD is the parent, and it has a set of data 
that is used as a base. The other VHD is a 
child associated with the parent. 

When first used, the differencing disk ap-
pears just like the parent. If data is located 
on the parent, it’s read from that VHD. All 
writes happen on the child VHD. If data is 
located on the child, then a read for that data 
would reference the child VHD. 

If a VM is somehow configured so that the 
child VHD is on shared storage but the par-
ent VHD is either not on the shared storage 
in the same group or on a locally attached 
storage device, then the VM would fail to 
start (online) if it is moved to another node. 
The High Availability Wizard should check 
to make sure this is configured correctly in 
the VM and provide an error message if it de-
tects this problem, but it’s worth noting the 
requirement in the case where the VM con-
figuration has changed. ■

Steven	Ekren is a senior program manager with the Windows Server 
Failover Cluster and High Availability team. Steven spent 12 years with 
Microsoft Support where he assisted enterprise customers with implement-
ing and troubleshooting Windows Server failover clusters and virtualisation 
technologies including Windows Hyper-V, System Center Virtual Machine 
Manager, Microsoft Virtual Server and Microsoft Virtual PC.

A differencing disk 
has one parent VHD 
with a dataset used as 
a base, and one child 
VHD associated with 
that parent
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System Center 
Configuration Manager 
2007 SP1 includes Asset 
Intelligence updates 
and support for Intel 
vPro technology and 
Windows Vista SP1. 
But most important, at 
least in regard to this 
article, is that SP1 gives 
Configuration Manager 
full support for 
Windows Server 2008. 

Cameron Fuller

A critical point in providing an effective 
solution for managing and monitoring Win-
dows Server 2008 was to provide the same 
functionality that is currently available for 
Windows 2000 Server and Windows Server 
2003. Configuration Manager (ConfigMgr) 
2007 has achieved this goal. 

With SP1 installed, ConfigMgr works with 
Windows Server 2008 just as it does with oth-
er versions of Windows. (System Center Op-
erations Manager 2007 has also made strides 
in this area with the release of new manage-
ment packs. For more information, read Pete 
Zerger’s article in this issue, “Monitoring 
Windows Server 2008 with OpsMgr 2007,” 
technet.microsoft.com/magazine/cc974507.) 
In this article, I’ll provide a quick briefing on 
how ConfigMgr 2007 SP1 lets you monitor 
your Windows Server 2008 assets.

Deploying the ConfigMgr agent 
ConfigMgr relies on an agent, referred to as a 
client, that is deployed to the servers or work-
stations being managed. ConfigMgr clients 
can be deployed using existing methods such 

At a glance:
Deploying the ConfigMgr 
agent 
Queries and collections
Hardware and software 
inventories
Viewing reports

Using Configuration 
Manager With  
Windows Server 2008
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as client push installation, logon installation, 
software distribution (for agent updates), and 
manual installation. But ConfigMgr also of-
fers new methods of client deployment, in-
cluding deployment from a Software Update 
Point using Windows Server Update Servic-
es (WSUS) mandatory updates and installa-
tion through Group Policy. 

In Windows Server 2008, the firewall is en-
abled by default, but it should not interfere 
with deployment of ConfigMgr clients if 
roles are installed. Roles provide exceptions 
for File and Printer Sharing and Windows 
Management Instrumentation (WMI). 

If the firewall is interfering with the abil-
ity to push out a ConfigMgr client, you can 
use a group policy to disable the firewall for a 
specific organisational unit (OU) by deploy-
ing the ConfigMgr clients while the systems 
are in the OU and returning them to their 
original OU after deployment. Another ap-
proach is to disable the firewall from the 
command line using Netsh firewall set op-
mode disable. After the ConfigMgr client has 
been deployed, you can re-enable the firewall 
using Netsh firewall set opmode enable. 

Figure 1 shows an agent being deployed to 
Windows Server 2008 servers using the Cli-
ent Push Installation Wizard. Note that in 
this image, Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 
Server appears in the inventory as Microsoft 
Windows NT Advanced Server 6.0, and Win-
dows Server 2008 Standard Server (server 
core, in this case) appears in the inventory as 
Microsoft Windows NT Server 6.0.

Working with Server Core and Hyper-V 
The ConfigMgr client can be deployed to 
Windows Server 2008 server core systems. 
You can then use the net start command, 
which shows the services installed on a server, 
to confirm that the agent is running. Figure 
2 shows the results of the net start command 
on a system running server core. It lists the 
Systems Management Server (SMS) Agent 
Host Service, indicating that the ConfigMgr 
client has been deployed to the system.

The ConfigMgr client is not currently sup-
ported when running in Hyper-V (at the time 
of writing this article). However, support 
should be added soon now that Hyper-V has 
been officially released. Initial tests of the 
ConfigMgr client when running in Hyper-V 

Figure 1 ConfigMgr client being deployed to Windows Server 2008

Figure 2 Confirming the ConfigMgr client is 
installed on a server core machine

Figure 3 All Windows Server 2008 systems
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functioned without an issue, but it is not yet 
an officially supported configuration. 

Queries and collections
ConfigMgr offers no pre-built queries or col-
lections specific to Windows Server 2008. To 
create a new query, start with an All Win-
dows Server 2003 Systems query. In the new 
query, change the name of the OS to %Server 
6.0%. The results are shown in Figure 3. 

The query language to create a collection 
for only Windows Server 2008 is shown in 

Cameron Fuller is an 
Operations Manager MVP 
and a managing consultant 
for Catapult Systems, an 
IT consulting company and 
Microsoft Gold Certified 
Partner. Cameron is the 
coauthor of Microsoft 
Operations Manager 2005 
Unleashed and System 
Center Operations 
Manager 2007 Unleashed.

select SMS_R_System.Name, SMS_R_System.SMSAssignedSites, SMS_R_System.IPAddresses, SMS_R_System.IPSubnets, SMS_R_System.OperatingSystemNameandVersion, 
SMS_R_System.ResourceDomainOrWorkgroup, SMS_R_System.LastLogonUserDomain, SMS_R_System.LastLogonUserName, SMS_R_System.SMSUniqueIdentifier,  
SMS_R_System.ResourceId, SMS_R_System.NetbiosName from SMS_R_System where SMS_R_System.OperatingSystemNameandVersion like "%Server 6.0%"

Figure 4 Query language for Windows Server 2008

Figure 5 Windows Server 2008 server core system shown in the  
Resource Explorer

Figure 6 ConfigMgr operating system reports 

Figure 4. A collection can be based upon this 
query to target the software distribution to 
only Windows Server 2008 servers.

Hardware and software inventory
One of the key functions of ConfigM-
gr is inventorying. The hardware and soft-
ware inventories let you identify resources 
throughout your organisation. This informa-
tion can be used in the reporting functions 
as well as in collections. For instance, you can 
distribute software to a collection that con-
tains only systems running Windows Server 
2008. In Figure 5, Resource Explorer shows 
a Windows Server 2008 server core system 
that has been inventoried.

ConfigMgr reports
ConfigMgr 2007 offers robust reporting ca-
pabilities, including pre-built reports and the 
ability to generate dashboard views of Con-
figMgr data. Canned reports offer detailed 
information about the hardware and soft-
ware inventories, software metering, soft-
ware distribution updates and the status of 
ConfigMgr itself. 

Within the reporting interface, reports di-
rectly related to Windows Server 2008 sys-
tems appear under the top-level Operating 
System folder. Multiple reports are availa-
ble, including the Count operating systems 
and service packs report (shown in Figure 
6). Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista 
share the same code base, and they will now 
share the same service pack cycles. As a result, 
inventory reports show the CSD Version for 
Windows Server 2008 systems as SP1. 

Wrapping up
ConfigMgr 2007 integrates with Windows 
Server 2008, offering the same features 
you’re accustomed to on other versions of 
Windows Server, and it supports new, key 
features such as server core. All of this will 
simplify the move to Windows Server 2008, 
as you can continue to use existing and famil-
iar tools to manage your updated systems.  ■

System Center
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System Center 
Operations Manager 
2007 (OpsMgr) has 
given administrators 
access to Windows 
PowerShell, a powerful 
new scripting language 
for automating tasks. 
Released to the public 
in November 2006, it 
has been downloaded 
more than two million 
times since then.

Marco Shaw

In this article, I am going to talk about Win-
dows PowerShell and discuss how it applies 
to Operations Manager. I’ll cover some of 
the common tasks that Windows Power-
Shell can help you accomplish in a far easier 
and more automated manner, and refer you 
to some websites that provide useful scripts 
and explanations. I’ve gathered insights and 
blog posts from many of the experts using 
Windows PowerShell today.

Although Microsoft has started releasing 
the Community Technology Preview (CTP) 
versions of Windows PowerShell 2.0, these 
versions are not production-ready, have not 
been tested with OpsMgr, and should not be 
installed on a production system.

Operations Manager Command Shell
In OpsMgr, you access Windows PowerShell 
through the Command Shell, which is simi-
lar to the default Windows PowerShell en-
vironment except it loads a console file as 
well as a script that initialises the environ-
ment with OpsMgr cmdlets, functions and a  
default connection. 

At a glance:
The OpsMgr Command 
Shell
The OpsMgr monitoring 
provider
Automating common 
administrative tasks 
Some real-world Windows 
PowerShell examples

Windows PowerShell 
in System Center 
Operations Manager
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You can start the Command Shell from an 
icon on the OpsMgr Start menu or by right-
clicking on a computer name in the OpsMgr 
UI console (see Figure 1). This places you di-
rectly in the OpsMgr Monitoring drive path 
(which I will discuss shortly).

Windows PowerShell interfaces with Ops-
Mgr through the OpsMgr SDK. Luckily for 
administrators, cmdlets have already been 
provided for many of the tasks you would 
typically want to automate or complete from 
a command line. If there’s no cmdlet for a 
particular task, you can use Windows Power-
Shell to interact with the SDK.

The commands provided by the Opera-
tions Manager Command Shell are contained 
in a snap-in – a DLL that gets loaded by Win-
dows PowerShell and contains cmdlets for 
OpsMgr administration. The snap-in also in-
cludes the OperationsManagerMonitoring 
Windows PowerShell provider. Also known 
as the Monitoring provider, this tool allows 
for navigation on connections, groups and 

monitoring objects, much like navigating 
the file system. 

You can get a list of all the cmdlets specific to  
OpsMgr using the Get-OperationsManager-
Command cmdlet, as shown in Figure 2.  
(In the first version, this was a function, 
which did not support tab completion; it be-
came a cmdlet in SP1.) The original release 

Figure 1 Opening the Command Shell from the OpsMgr UI

Figure 2 Getting a list of the OpsMgr cmdlets



of Operations Manager included 74 cmdlets, 
while OpsMgr SP1 has 87.

The OpsMgr Monitoring provider
By using the cmdlet Set-Location, or the alias 
cd, you can navigate through the layout of 
groups and computers. The base layout for 
the default Monitoring drive is something 
like the following:

Monitoring:\->RMS->Groups (as defined in OpsMgr)
  ->Computers(as defined in OpsMgr)

From here, you can get to more specific ob-
jects. Note that I am only dealing with a sim-
ple environment in this case, where there is 
only a single management server. The first 
management server installed in a manage-
ment group is known as a Root Management 
Server (RMS).

When the Command Shell is started, it 

creates a drive named Monitoring, maps 
the drive to the root of OperationsManager-
Monitoring provider, and finally sets the 
current location or path to the root of the 
Monitoring drive. The Command Shell then 
searches the registry for the name of the de-
fault RMS with which to connect. If the con-
nection to the RMS succeeds, the current 
location or path is set to the name of the con-
nection, or RMS, as shown in Figure 3.

Automating common tasks
Let’s see how Windows PowerShell can  
handle some of the most common adminis-
trative tasks.
Controlling maintenance mode No matter 
what task you’re dealing with, you general-
ly will want to specify the date and time it 
should occur. I’ll take a brief look at the Get-
Date cmdlet to show you how easy this can 
be. Figure 4 shows a few examples.

As you can see, I created a $date variable 
that contains an object representing the cur-
rent time. I then used some documented 
methods supported by the object to show 
how you can easily get the date and time five 
minutes later, and then five hours later. If I 
wanted to get values from the past, I would 
simply use (-5) instead of (5).

When you need to block all alerts com-
ing from a computer, you can enable main-
tenance mode. OpsMgr 2007 allows you to 
put a Windows service, or even a particu-
lar database, into maintenance mode in-
stead of an entire computer or group. There 
are three cmdlets that deal specifically with 
maintenance mode tasks: Get-Maintenance-
Window, New-MaintenanceWindow and 
Set-MaintenanceWindow. 

To put a computer into maintenance mode 
from within the Command Shell, navigate to 
the desired computer or monitoring object 
using the Monitoring provider and invoke 
the New-MaintenanceWindow cmdlet, as 
shown in Figure 5. As you can see, this ac-
tion places the computer called Denver.con-
toso.com into maintenance mode. I have also 
defined the start time for the maintenance 
window to take effect immediately and the 
end time to take effect exactly one hour 
later. Note that putting a computer into 
maintenance mode using this method does 
not stop all alerts, as the HealthService and 

Figure 3 The Command Shell location is set to the RMS

Figure 4 Using the Get-Date cmdlet

Figure 5 Using the New-MaintenanceWindow cmdlet

System Center
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HealthServiceWatcher instances for this ob-
ject are still enabled. 

Boris Yanushpolsky, programme manag-
er on the Microsoft OpsMgr team, has pro-
vided some very handy Windows PowerShell 
code that can be used to set all objects that 
refer to a computer into maintenance mode, 
and he has explained how to use this once 
you’ve created a script. To read more about 
this, see his blog at www.microsoft.com/uk/
byanushpolskyblog1.

Sometimes you need to determine if ob-
jects are in maintenance mode that shouldn’t 
be. Cycling through all the objects to try 
to figure this out could be a pretty big un-
dertaking, though. Fortunately, Boris Yan-
ushpolsky comes to the rescue again with 
a Windows PowerShell script that uses the 
OpsMgr SDK. You can take the code directly 
from his blog post (www.microsoft.com/uk/
byanushpolskyblog2) and paste it into a Com-
mand Shell window to get a listing of all ob-
jects in maintenance mode.

When an object is in maintenance mode, 
you may want to end the maintenance peri-
od before the originally specified end time. 
If you’re familiar with Windows PowerShell, 
you may expect a cmdlet with a stop or re-
move verb, but you must actually use Set-
MaintenanceWindow, as in Figure 6.
Managing agents Administrators very often 
work with agents, and there are six cmdlets 
and one function (as of the release) that deal 
with various agent-related tasks. You can get 
a list of them with this command:

Get-Command *-agent*

As of the SP1 release, Install-AgentByName 
is packaged as a cmdlet instead of a function. 
It is recommended that you use the Install-
AgentByName cmdlet, as it provides a better 
basis for support and consistency.

The built-in help included with the Com-
mand Shell provides some good examples of 
using the Install-Agent and Uninstall-Agent 
cmdlets. Roger Sprague, senior software de-
sign engineer on the Microsoft OpsMgr 
team, posted an alternative method on his 
blog, which is reproduced in Figure 7 (see 
his original post at blogs.msdn.com/scshell/
archive/2006/09/28/getting-started.aspx).

This script works fine with the OpsMgr 
RTM (you must be located in the root of 

the Monitoring provider – in this article it 
is monitoring:\oxford.contoso.com), but it 
fails with OpsMgr SP1. To make it work with 
OpsMgr SP1, the first command in Figure 7 
should be changed to the following:

$managementServer = Get-RootManagementServer

At this point, the agent is installed on the 
remote system that should be monitored, but 
there is still one last step where the manage-
ment server must actually accept the new 
agent before it is completely monitored. If no 
further action is taken, the monitoring server 
will automatically accept the new agent for 
monitoring. But this acceptance process can 
also be fast-tracked by using the Get-Agent-
PendingAction cmdlet. This one-liner will 
fast-track the agent acceptance process:

Get-AgentPendingAction | Where Object {$_.AgentName –like 
'computer*'} | Approve-AgentPendingAction

By piping this to Reject-AgentPending-
Action, instead of Approve-AgentPending-
Action, you can block the acceptance of this 
agent by the OpsMgr server, if the action is 

Figure 6 Using Set-MaintenanceWindow to change the end time

# Get the Root Management Server.
$managementServer = Get-ManagementServer -Root: $true

# Create the discovery configuration for computer2 and computer3.
$discoConfig = New-WindowsDiscoveryConfiguration -ComputerName: computer2, computer3

# Discover the computers.
$discoResult = Start-Discovery -ManagementServer: $managementServer -
WindowsDiscoveryConfiguration: $discoConfig

# Install an agent on each computer.
Install-Agent -ManagementServer: $managementServer -AgentManagedComputer: $discoResult.
CustomMonitoringObjects

Figure 7 Installing an agent
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still outstanding. If it is not outstanding, use 
the Uninstall-Agent cmdlet instead.

As I mentioned, you can also use Install-
 AgentByName for specifying a computer di-
rectly at the command line where the agent 
is to be installed.
Working with management packs There 
are four cmdlets to help you deal with var-
ious management pack tasks. You can list 
them using this:

Get-Command –noun ManagementPack

This simple command provides the current-
ly installed management packs and their ver-
sion numbers:

Get-ManagementPack | Format-Table –autosize

Now I’ll use the Command Shell to install 
two common management packs using these 
installers: 
• Internet Information Services System 

Center Operations Manager2007 Manage-
ment Pack.msi

• Windows Server Base OS System Center 

Operations Manager2007 Management 
Pack.msi. 

Since my goal here is to show how the 
Command Shell can make regular tasks eas-
ier, I am going to do this using the fewest 
commands possible (as shown  in Figure 8). 
I could have changed this installation proce-
dure to pass the quiet flag to the installer (the 
.msi files), but I wanted to select the location 
where the files would be extracted manually.

Next, I need to install the common librar-
ies, which I can do with the following:

Get-ChildItem –Path C:\MPs –filter *Library.mp |
ForEach-Object
  {Install-ManagementPack –filePath $_.FullName}

Then I install the other required manage-
ment packs:

Get-ChildItem –Path C:\MPs –filter *200?.mp | 
ForEach-Object
  {Install-ManagementPack –filePath $_.FullName}

As Figure 9 shows, the built-in Command 
Shell help provides an excellent example of 
using the Export-ManagementPack cmd-
let to export unsealed management packs. If 
you want to export all management packs, 
change this line:

$mps=Get-ManagementPack | 
Where-Object {$_.Sealed –eq $false} 

to this:

$mps=Get-ManagementPack

Manipulating user roles The Get-UserRole 
cmdlet provides some functionality for ad-
ministering users but, oddly, doesn’t come 
with a complementary Set cmdlet, and you 
don’t typically use it to make edits or updates 
(according to the Windows PowerShell SDK 
documentation). As you can see in Figure 10, 
first I get a listing of the current user roles, 
and then I add a user to the Read-Only Op-
erators group (see Figure 11).
Enabling Audit Collection Services (ACS) 
ACS is a new optional feature in Operations 
Manager 2007 that, in brief, provides a cen-
tralised way to deal with security audit in-
formation. ACS isn’t enabled by default and 
typically might be configured later on in a 
future phase of an OpsMgr deployment.

When it comes time to enable a large  
number of agents for ACS, Windows Power-
Shell comes to the rescue by helping to au-
tomate the setup. During the OpsMgr beta, 

Figure 8 Installing management packs

Figure 9 Exporting a management pack
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Microsoft provided a script to enable ACS 
on all agents. Neale Browne, a contributor 
and blogger for SystemCenterForum.org, 
took this a step further and added support 
for additional parameters.

The SystemCenterForum.org site (a com-
munity site that provides Microsoft System 
Center solutions) has made two different 
Windows PowerShell scripts available for  
automating the setup of ACS.:

To set up all the agents in a particular 
group, use www.microsoft.com/uk/ 
systemcenterforum/acsgroup 

To set up all monitored agents, download 
www.microsoft.com/uk/systemcenterforum/
acsagents 

Enabling agent proxying Your OpsMgr 
environment may include agentless  
monitored devices. These devices must be  
assigned to a management server or to an 
agent-managed device that will provide re-
mote monitoring. You can find a detailed  
description of using a Windows PowerShell 
script to configure a large number of agents 
at: www.microsoft.com/uk/ 
systemcenterforum/agent.  
An udated version of the script is available at  
www.microsoft.com/uk/ 
systemcenterforum/agentv2.

There are other conditions where particu-
lar management packs require that an agent 
be set to act as a proxy also. Please consult 
the management pack documentation for 
more details.

The real world
Here are some real-world examples to dem-
onstrate further into how Windows Power-
Shell can help with automation. 
Resolving alerts Have you ever had to de-
lete several alerts for a particular computer? 
Perhaps something went wrong with an ap-
plication or the alerts weren’t being active-
ly resolved. Here’s a one-line command that 
will resolve all the alerts that have a resolu-
tion state of zero:

Get-Alert –criteria 'ResolutionState = ''0''' |
Resolve-Alert | Out-Null

This next example accomplishes the same 
thing as the first one, but it will run much 
faster in a bigger environment with more 
outstanding alerts:

Get-Alert | Where-Object {$_.ResolutionState -eq 0} |
Resolve-Alert | Out-Null

The reason behind the performance differ-
ence is that when the criteria parameter is 
used, the value passed is provided directly 
to the SQL Server database, and only the rel-
evant data is returned. This reduces the ob-
jects that must be passed all the way back to 
the Windows PowerShell console.

Now you have a quick way to remove all 
the outstanding alerts for one computer. De-
pending on your requirements, you can set 
this to run automatically.

Finally, here’s a quick command that lets 
you view all of the alerts for a specific day:

Get-Alert -criteria 'TimeRaised >= ''4/25/2008'''

You can very easily change the date value, 
and you can pipe the output to the Resolve-
Alert cmdlet.
Test alerts Sometimes you want to be able 
to monitor certain events in the Windows 
Event Viewer and test for them. These two 
lines will create a quick event log entry:

$api=New-Object -comObject MOM.ScriptAPI
$api.logscriptevent("API test",100,0,
  "Test using PowerShell")

Figure 10 Displaying user roles

Figure 11 Adding a user
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By default, however, this will write to the Op-
erations Manager event log, which probably 
isn’t where you’ll be watching for a partic-
ular event to be logged. Fortunately, Stefan 
Stranger, Premier Field Engineer with Mi-
crosoft, has written a script to create events 
in the Windows Event Viewer, and it pro-
vides more flexibility on being able to write 
to a particular log. You’ll find the script at 
http://www.microsoft.com/uk/sstrangerwe-
blog. (Stefan has packaged the script in a .cab 
file. You will need to download the file, then 
right-click it to extract his script.)

The only thing to note with Stefan’s script 
is that the value entered for the event source 
determines to which log the entry will be 
written. Perhaps the easiest way to make sure 
an alert is directed toward the proper log is 
to open the Windows Event Viewer and find 
the source of the latest entry.

Set the owner It may sometimes be useful 
to set the owner of an alert automatically. 
Here’s a simple way to do it from the Com-
mand Shell:

$alert = Get-Alert 
  -id f3f73d62-37ab-45ce-a7ff-2bdda0dfaeb4
$alert.set_owner("Administrator")
$alert.update("Updated owner")

The first line of this code gets the ID of a par-
ticular alert object and passes it to the $alert 
variable. In the second line, that variable is 
used to set the owner, and, finally, the update 
is applied to the OpsMgr database. If you 
check the owner of the alert with the follow-
ing command, you’ll see it changed:

Get-Alert -id f3f73d62-37ab-45ce-a7ff-2bdda0dfaeb4 |
Select-Object Owner

To set the owner for an entire set of alerts, 
you could simplify the code like this:

Get-Alert | ForEach-Object {$_.Set_
  Owner("Administrator");
  $_.Update("Owner set")}

Restore monitoring state Chances are you 
have come across agents in a “not monitored” 
state. When this happens, you may need to 
restore all the agents to a full monitored state 
quickly, and then attempt to determine what 
happened. Running the script in Figure 12 
directly from the Command Shell should re-
store full monitoring to any agents affected.

Take a look at the code in Figure 12. Af-
ter declaring a variable, I get a list of all the 
agents on this RMS and filter on the ones 
that appear to be in trouble. Then I call a task 
asynchronously that resets the Health Ser-
vice Store on all agents in the filtered list.
Associate alerts with management packs 
Figure 13 shows how to get a list of all new 
alerts as well as the management pack with 
which each is associated.

The code required a few tricks to make sure 
all of the management pack names could be 
resolved. The cmdlets used will vary, depend-
ing on whether the alert is from a rule or a 
monitor. (Note that in Figure 13 I needed to 
implement a small workaround for the Get-
Monitor cmdlet. As of OpsMgr SP1, the cmd-
let now supports a new ID parameter, which 
would slightly simplify the code.)
Easy reporting When you upgrade your en-
vironment, it may be useful to audit the ver-
sions of all installed agents. It takes just a 
simple script to print out a nice report:Figure 14  Output showing the versions of some agents

$all="Microsoft.SystemCenter.AllComputersGroup"
$agents = Get-ChildItem Microsoft.SystemCenter.AllComputersGroup | `
  Where-Object {$_.HealthState -eq 'Uninitialized'}
foreach ($agent in $agents)
{
$agent.DisplayName
Push-Location $all\$agent\Microsoft.SystemCenter.HealthService
Get-Task | Where-Object {$_.Name -eq "Microsoft.SystemCenter.ResetHealthServiceStore"} | `
    Start-Task -Asynchronous
Pop-Location
}

Figure 12 Resetting the Health Service Store

Get-Alert | Where-Object {($_.PrincipalName -ne $null) -and ($_.ResolutionState = '0')}| `
Format-Table –autosize PrincipalName,Severity, `
  @{Label="MP"
      Expression={If(!($_.IsMonitorAlert)){
        ForEach-Object {
          ((Get-Rule $_.MonitoringRuleId).GetManagementPack()).DisplayName}
       }  
       Else{
         ForEach-Object {
          $id=$_.ProblemId
          ((Get-Monitor -criteria "Id='$id'").GetManagementPack()).DisplayName}
         }
   }
}

Figure 13 Finding the management pack
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Get-Agent| `
Format-Table DisplayName,@{ `
  Label="Version"
  Expression={ `
    switch ($_.Version){
    "6.0.5000.0" {"RTM"}
    "6.0.6246.0" {"SP1 (RC)"}
    "6.0.6278.0" {"SP1 (RTM)"}
    }
  }
}

Figure 14 shows output from the script. This 
script is an expanded version of examples 
provided at http://www.microsoft.com/uk/
systemcenterforum/update.
Scheduling a task You may want to run a 
Windows PowerShell script on a regular  
basis. Let’s say you use a client computer 
to connect to and manage your OpsMgr  
server, and you have the OpsMgr ad-
min tools installed locally. And sup-
pose, for example, you want to run 
the agent version report on a daily  
basis and have the output saved to a file with 
the current date used as the name. You can 
use the Windows built-in task scheduler to 
run the script from your local machine. 

To do this, you simply set up a new task 
with the program set as powershell.exe (typ-
ically located in C:\Windows\System32\
WindowsPowerShell\v1.0). After you have 
created the task, edit it and set the command 
to run as something like this:

C:\Windows\System32\WindowsPowershell\v1.0\powershell.exe 
  –Command "& {& 'c:\agent_report2.ps1'}"

It turned out that I had to make quite a few 
changes to my original Windows PowerShell 
code, as you can see in Figure 15. I had to add 
the OpsMgr PowerShell snap-in, create the 
Monitoring drive mapped to the Operations-
ManagerMonitoring provider, and create a 
connection to the RMS. I also load the Ops-
Mgr custom Windows PowerShell script 
(Microsoft.EnterpriseManagement.Opera-
tionsManager.ClientShell.Startup.ps1) to 
load OpsMgr-specific functions.

But that’s not all. You might notice that 
every time the task is run, a black console 
window pops up on the screen if someone 
is logged onto the system where the script 
is being run. You’ll find a little trick that 
takes care of this, provided by Don Jones and  
Jeffery Hicks from Sapien, at http://www.
microsoft.com/uk/sapienblog. 

Basically, you need to wrap the script with-
in a VBScript. To accomplish this, you’d use 

code like that in Figure 16 instead of calling 
the following from your scheduled task:

C:\Windows\System32\WindowsPowershell\v1.0\powershell.exe
  –Command "& {& 'c:\agent_report2.ps1'}"

The task would now use the wscript.exe pro-
gram, and the call would look similar to this:

C:\WINDOWS\System32\wscript.exe C:\agent_report.vbs 

Finally, I can create automated reports, and 
the process is hidden from logged-on users.

Wrapping up
This has been a whirlwind tour of the new 
automation features available with OpsMgr 
2007. For more details, check out http://tech-
net.microsoft.com/en-gb/opsmgr/default.
aspx. For details of PowerShell, visit http://
blogs.msdn.com/powershell. 

I’d like to thank all the people mentioned 
in the article, as well as Pete Zerger, MOM 
MVP and SystemCenterForum.org founder, 
for their valuable help.	 ■

Add-PSSnapin Microsoft.EnterpriseManagement.OperationsManager.Client
New-PSDrive Monitoring Microsoft.EnterpriseManagement.OperationsManager.Client\
  OperationsManagerMonitoring ""
New-ManagementGroupConnection Oxford.contoso.com

Set-Location 'C:\Program Files\System Center Operations Manager 2007'
./Microsoft.EnterpriseManagement.OperationsManager.ClientShell.NonInteractiveStartup.ps1

$file="C:\$(Get-Date -f `"MMddyyyy`").rpt"

Get-Agent -Path Monitoring:\Oxford.contoso.com | `
Format-Table DisplayName,@{ `
  Label="Version"
  Expression={ `
    switch ($_.Version){
    "6.0.5000.0" {"RTM"}
    "6.0.6246.0" {"SP1 (RC)"}
    "6.0.6278.0" {"SP1 (RTM)"}
    }
  }
} | Out-File $file

Figure 15 Scheduling the agent-version script

Dim objShell
Set objShell=CreateObject("WScript.Shell")

'enter the PowerShell expression you need to use short filenames and paths 
strExpression="'c:\agent_report2.ps1'"

strCMD="powershell -nologo  -command " & Chr(34) & _
"&{&" & strExpression &"}" & Chr(34) 

'Uncomment next line for debugging
'WScript.Echo strCMD

'use 0 to hide window
objShell.Run strCMD,0

Figure 16 Hiding the pop-ups
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Enhance TS Gateway 
Security with ISA  
Server 2006

Following on the success of Outlook Anywhere 
in Exchange Server 2007, Windows Server 2008 in 
turn delivers the capability to access your desktop 
from anywhere in a secure and controlled manner.

Dr Thomas W Shinder and Yuri Diogenes

The new Terminal Server Gateway service 
(TS Gateway) in Windows Server 2008 of-
fers the flexibility of Windows Terminal 
Server Services plus the ability to connect 
to a terminal server from anywhere over an 
HTTP connection. This service uses Remote 
Desktop Protocol (RDP) over HTTPS (SSL) 
to increase security while providing a single 
client interface for accessing Terminal Ser-
vices resources. 

This new TS Gateway service offers sig-
nificant benefits to those who need to access 
their computers remotely:

• No need to establish a virtual private net-
work (VPN) session prior to connecting to 
internal resources using RDP.

• Enhanced security using Network Ac-
cess Protection (NAP) and Windows 
Security Health Checks to control RDP  
connections.

• No need to open TCP port 3389 inbound 
to enable more secure web publishing 
through firewalls.

You can use Microsoft Internet Securi-
ty and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2006 to 
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enhance the security of TS Gateway ser-
vice while allowing external access to inter-
nal resources. You can set up an SSL-to-SSL 
bridging scenario in which ISA Server 2006 
receives requests and passes them to the in-
ternal TS Gateway service, also using HTTPS. 
While bridging the request, the ISA firewall 
decrypts the SSL communications and per-
forms application-layer inspection. 

If the HTTP protocol stream passes inspec-
tion, then the communication is re-encrypt-
ed and forwarded to the Terminal Services 
proxy. If the protocol stream fails inspection, 
the connection is dropped.

Beyond the perimeter
Microsoft has invested quite a bit of effort  
in security, and Windows Server 2008 is the 
most secure and robust version of Windows 
yet. But the company is also concerned with 
how users will implement its products and 
that users follow best practices to keep their 
environments secure. Best practices require 
a defence-in-depth approach that provides 
protection at multiple points of access, or 
layers. The layers relevant to our discussion 
here are Policies, Procedures and Awareness; 
Perimeter; Internal Network; and Host. 

When you allow external users access to 

an internal resource through ISA Server, 
you need to understand the boundaries of 
each product involved. ISA Server 2006 and 
TS Gateway will provide security at the Pe-
rimeter layer, but for internal resources you 
need to have policies in place that allow or 
deny access as necessary. Network Policy and 
Access Services (NPAS) lets you accomplish 
this, working at the Policies, Procedures and 
Awareness layer. Access to internal resourc-
es (drive, clipboard, printers, and so forth) is 
defined by Terminal Service Resource Au-
thorization Policies, addressing the internal 
network layer.

In this article we will first examine how 
to publish the Terminal Services Gateway 
through ISA Server 2006. Then we’ll extend 
our ISA Server 2006 publishing scenario to 
include client health enforcement using 
NAP. By using NAP, we can create client 
health policies that help us control access at 
the Host Layer.

The first scenario
Our goal is to show how to publish the TS 
Gateway through ISA Server 2006. Figure 
1 summarises the computers and data flow 
during the connection. In this scenario we 
are implementing the Network Policy Server 

Figure 1 Publishing TS Gateway through ISA Server 2006
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(NPS) Role on the TS Gateway itself; howev-
er, we will change this in the second scenario, 
where we will use a central NPS server. Fol-
low the sequence below to see how the com-
munications work among the components of 
the TS Gateway publishing solution:

1. The external RDP user initiates the con-
nection. The first thing the client must 
do is resolve the external name of the TS 
Gateway (in this case, tsg.contoso.com). 
The external DNS resolves this name, 
which points to the external IP address of 
the ISA Server.

2. An SSL tunnel is established between the 
RDP client and the external interface of 
the ISA Server. The ISA Server has a web 
publishing rule on port TCP 443 that uses 
a certificate issued to tsg.contoso.com. 

3. After evaluating the rule and checking that 
the traffic is allowed, ISA Server will send 
a DNS query to the internal DNS server 
(located on the domain controller) to re-
solve the name of the server specified on 
the web publishing rule.

4. ISA Server then opens an SSL tunnel to 
the TS Gateway and passes the authentica-
tion request to it. 

5. The TS Gateway server validates the user’s 
credentials and verifies that the user is au-
thorised to establish the connection. 

6. After establishing that the user is autho-
rised to establish the connection, the TS 
Gateway service receives the requests on 
TCP port 443 and forwards the RDP pack-
ets via TCP port 3389 (by default) to the 
internal terminal server where the applica-
tion (such as a CRM application) resides.

From this point, any packets the RDP client 
sends to TS Gateway service through ISA 
Server are forwarded to the internal termi-
nal server, and vice versa.

It is important to mention that the RDP 
over HTTPS behind the scenes is nothing 
more than a RDP/RPC/HTTPS. The RDP cli-
ent encapsulates the RDP communications in 
an RPC header, which is subsequently encap-
sulated with an HTTP header that is secured 
using SSL (or Transport Level Security, TLS). 
All the components that you need for an RPC 
over HTTPS solution need to be present. This 
is why, when you install the TS Gateway Role 
service, it automatically installs the RPC over 
HTTP Proxy. To understand more about how 
this protocol works, we recommend that you 
read “Testing RPC over HTTP through ISA 
Server 2006 Part 1; Protocols, Authentica-
tion and Processing,” which you can find on 
the ISA Server Team Blog (available at http://
blogs.technet.com/isablog). 

This implementation requires Windows 
Server 2008 with Terminal Service Gateway 
installed, and this feature depends on RPC 
over the HTTP Proxy. For the RDP over RPC 
over HTTP Proxy feature to function, Inter-
net Information Services (IIS) 7.0 must be 
installed and running. You also need Net-
work Policy and Access Services, but if you 
prefer you can configure TS Gateway to use 
the NPS server, formerly known as Internet 
Authentication Services (IAS), to centralise 
storage, management, and validation of Ter-
minal Services Connection Authorization 
Policies (TS CAPs). Finally, you must obtain 
an SSL certificate for the TS Gateway server 
if you do not already have one. It is impor-
tant to emphasise that the ISA Server 2006 
must trust the certificate authority (CA) that 
issues the certificate. Therefore, be sure to 
import the certificate to the Trusted Root 
Certificate Authorities Store.

Active Directory Domain Services is only 
required if you configure a TS Gateway au-
thorisation policy that requires users to be 
members of an Active Directory security 
group to connect to the TS Gateway server. 
For this particular setup, we will use Active 
Directory on a computer running Windows 
Server 2003 SP2.

When we finished installing the Terminal 
Services Gateway service, the screen in Fig-
ure 2 appeared, showing the components 
that were installed. To connect the TS Gate-
way, clients must be running one of the fol-
lowing: Windows Vista; Windows XP with 

Microsoft is concerned with how 
users implement its products and that 
users follow best practices to keep 
their environments secure

ISA Server
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SP2 and RDP 6.0 or later; Windows Server 
2008; Windows Server 2003 with SP1 or later 
and RDP 6.0 or later. For more information 
on TS Gateway configuration, see Windows 
Server 2008 TS Gateway Server Step-By-Step 
Setup Guide available at http://www.micro-
soft.com/uk/wsterminalservices. Now let’s 
look at how to configure ISA Server 2006.

Configuring ISA Server 2006
The first step is to create a Web Listener that 
will handle the requests from the external 
RDP client. Our Web Listener has the fol-
lowing parameters:

• Authentication: Basic
• Authentication Validation: Windows (Ac-

tive Directory)
• Connections: Enable SSL (HTTPS) con-

nections on port 443
• Certificates: certificate issued to tsg.con-

toso.com
• Networks: External

Next, you create the web publishing rule. 
From the ISA Server 2006 perspective, the 
RDP client will use the same protocol that 
Outlook Anywhere uses, so choose the Ex-
change Server 2007 Wizard. Simply follow 
these steps:

1. Right-click on the Firewall Policy, select 
New, and then click Exchange Web Client 
Access publishing rule.

2. On the Welcome to the Create a New Web 
publishing rule page, type the name of the 
rule and click Next.

3. On the Select Rule Action page, select the 
option Allow and click Next.

4. On the New Exchange publishing rule 
page, select the Exchange version, in our 
case Exchange Server 2007. Select Outlook 
Anywhere (RPC/HTTP(s)) and click Next. 
(Note: do not select the Publish additional 
folders on the Exchange Server for Out-
look 2007 client option.)

5. On the Publishing Type page, select the 
option to publish a single website or load 
balancer and click Next.

6. On the Server Connection Security page, 
select Use SSL to connect to the pub-
lished web server or server farm and then  
click Next.

7. On the Internal Publishing Details page, in 

the Internal site name box, type the name 
of the TS Gateway server. Select the Use a 
computer name or IP address to connect 
to the published server checkbox and then, 
in the Computer name or IP address box, 
type the server name. If you do not know 
the name of the TS Gateway server, click 
Browse to navigate to its location. Note 
that the name you use on this page must 
match the common or subject name on 
the website certificate bound to the TS 
Gateway website.

8. On the Public Name Details page, from 
the Accept requests for dropdown list, se-
lect This domain name (type below) and 
then, in the Public name box, type the 
public name that matches the name of the 
certificate that was issued for this URL 
– in our case, the name was tsg.contoso.
com. Then click Next.

Figure 3 Configuring the 
RDP client

Figure 2 TS Gateway installation summary
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9. On the Select Web Listener page, click 
on the dropdown list and select the Web 
Listener that was previously created, and 
then click Next.

10. On the Authentication Delegation page, 
select the option No delegation, but client 
may authenticate directly, and click Next.

11. On the User Set page, verify that the de-
fault option (All Users) is selected, click 
Next, and then click Finish, and apply it.

If you double-click in the rule and go to 
the Path tab, you’ll see that the only path 
we have is /rpc/*. This is due to the fact that 
we used the Exchange Server 2007 Outlook 
Anywhere Wizard.

Testing and monitoring client access
As mentioned before, you need the RDP 6.0 
or later client to connect to the TS Gateway. 
To configure the RDP client app, launch it 
and type the name of the terminal server 
you want to connect to in the Computer 
field. Click on the Options button, the Ad-
vanced Tab, and then Settings, then type the 
external name of the TS Gateway server, as 
in Figure 3. In our example, this is the name 
on the certificate bound to the Web Listener 
that is used by our web publishing rule to ac-
cept incoming requests. Note that Windows 
NT® LAN Manager authentication is used in 
this example. When finished, click OK and 
then Connect. You’ll get an authentication 
prompt. Type the credentials of a user with 
access to the terminal server and click OK.

Note that the RDP 6.0 client (for Windows 
XP and Windows Server 2003) will show the 
screen in Figure 3. You will be prompted for 
authentication twice – the first authentica-
tion is for the TS Gateway computer and 

Figure 4 The Windows Server 2008  
RDP client

Figure 5 Event logged into 
the TS Gateway service 
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the second one is for the terminal server you 
want to access. This is an important point 
because while you might think this is due to 
the ISA Server configuration, in fact the ISA 
Server is not handling authentication at all 
since the web publishing rule applies to “All 
Users,” which allows anonymous connec-
tions through the ISA firewall.

The RDP client that comes with Windows 
Server 2008 has a Use my TS Gateway cre-
dentials for the remote computer, as shown 
in Figure 4. With this option selected, you 
don’t need to type your credentials twice, re-
sulting in a better user experience. This single 
sign-on option is also available on Windows 
Vista after you apply SP1.

You can monitor the connection through 
the TS Gateway Manager, using the Moni-
toring option. The TS Gateway service also 
provides details when a non-authorised user 
tries to connect to the server. In Figure 5, the 
Event Viewer shows a connection attempt 
from a user who doesn’t have permission to 
connect through the TS Gateway.

For this event, the internal IP address of 
the ISA Server 2006 is logged because the op-
tion Requests appear to come from the ISA 
Server computer is enabled in the web pub-
lishing rule. If you want to register the origi-
nal client IP address, you will need to change 
the ISA Server 2006 web publishing rule and 
choose the option Requests appear to come 
from the original client on the To tab.

Monitoring from ISA Server
Using the new features of the ISA Server 
2006 Supportability Pack, it is possible to 

closely watch and understand each connec-
tion to the internal network. Figure 6 shows 
one connection highlighted and, on the Re-
quest: line, the RPC_IN_DATA verb indicat-
ing the URL for the RPC over HTTP Proxy.

If you continue to look at the logging, you 
should see the other RPC over HTTP verb, 
RPC_OUT_DATA. It is important to be aware 
of which HTTP methods are used, which are 
RPC_IN_DATA and RPC_OUT_DATA for 
RDP/HTTP, because if you have the HTTP 

Filtering configured to block these methods, 
the traffic will be blocked on ISA Server. If you 
would like to lock down your environment, 
you can configure the RDP/HTTP web pub-
lishing rule to allow only these two methods. 
For more information on the HTTP meth-
ods typically used for publishing, you should 
read the article “HTTP Filtering in ISA Serv-
er 2004” at http://technet.microsoft.com/ 
library/cc302627.

The second scenario
For this scenario, TS Gateway will use an 
NPS Central Policy located on another serv-
er. We will enforce a NAP policy for the  

Figure 6 ISA Server 
2006 logging using the 
Supportability update

Using the ISA Server 2006 
Supportability Pack, you can 
understand each connection 
to the internal network
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clients connecting remotely through the TS 
Gateway. The same components that were 
used in Scenario 1 are used again here, only 
the NPS server will be added. However, due 
to NAP enforcement, more components will 
be used on the client side, as Figure 7 shows. 

Here is the explanation of the individual 
components. On the Windows Vista client, 
a System Health Agent (SHA) consists of the 
client-side components responsible for mon-
itoring and reporting the client’s heath state. 
Windows Vista comes with the Windows 

SHA, but there are other vendors working to 
create their own SHAs.

The NAP Agent on the client is respon-
sible for establishing communications with 
the NAP Enforcement Server when the cli-
ent tries to access the network. The NAP 
Agent sends the client’s Statement of Health 
(SoH) to that server. 

On the TS Gateway, the TS Resource Au-
thorization Policy (TS RAP) is the component 
that allows you to determine which comput-
ers will be available to receive incoming RDP 
requests. The TS RAP also determines which 
users are allowed to establish RDP connec-
tions to specific servers.

The Central NPS is responsible for con-
trolling the conditions, constraints and set-
tings that regulate access to the internal 

computers. System Health Validators (SHVs) 
on the Central NPS are responsible for eval-
uating whether the SoH submitted by the 
client is compliant with the policy set by the 
administrator.

Now let’s change the TS Gateway to point 
to a NPS Central Server. Open the TS Gate-
way Manager Console, right-click on the 
server’s name, and choose the option Proper-
ties. On the server’s properties window, click 
on the TS CAP Store tab and select Central 
NPS server. Next, type the name or IP address 
of the NPS server and click on the Add but-
ton. You’ll see a Shared Secret window pop 
up. Type the secret and click OK, then click 
OK again to close the window. You must re-
member this secret because it will be used on 
the NPS server. 

Assuming that the NPS is already installed 
on another server, here are the steps you will 
need to follow:

1. Open the Network Policy Server console 
and, in the left pane, click on NPS (Local).

2. In the right pane, click on Configure NAP. 
The Select Network Connection Method 
for Use with NAP page will appear. 

3. Under Network Connection Method,  
select Terminal Services Gateway (TS 
Gateway) from the dropdown box and 
click Next.

4. On the Specify NAP Enforcement Servers 
Running TS Gateway page, click on the 
Add button.

5. In the New TS Gateway window, type the 
friendly name and the IP address of the TS 
Gateway server. And then at the bottom 
of the window, type the shared secret, us-
ing the same secret as on the TS Gateway 
server’s configuration. Then click OK.

6. You can specify which devices will be  

Figure 7 Main 
components of the 
Scenario 2 topology

In today’s world, to be connected 
from anywhere is a key element for 
any successful business, and it must 
be done in a secure manner

ISA Server
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redirected and the allowed authentica-
tion method (password or smart card) on 
the Configure Client Device Redirection 
and Authentication Methods page. For the 
purpose of this example, leave the default 
options and click Next.

7. On the Configure User Groups and Ma-
chine Groups page, add the user group 
that is allowed to establish the connection. 
For this example, click on the Add Users 
button under User Groups: (Required) and 
choose Domain Admins. Click OK and 
then Next.

8. On the Define NAP Health Policy page, 
you’ll notice that the default SHV is al-
ready selected. Notice also that on the 
bottom part of this page, access is denied 
for non-compliant computers. Leave the 
defaults selected and click Next.

9. On the Completing NAP Enforcement 
Policy and RADIUS Client Configura-
tion page, review the options that were 
previously selected. You can also click on 
the hyperlink Configuration Details and a 
HTML page will open up with a summary 
of your selections. When you’re finished, 
click Finish.

This wizard takes care of configuring the 
settings for a number of important policies 
(Connection Request Policies, Network Poli-
cies and Health Policies), significantly reduc-
ing the work needed to configure NAP for 
this scenario. 

What about the client?
So now that the server is all set up and  
configured, what do you have to do regard-
ing the client?

To take advantage of the NAP enforce-
ment policy, the client needs to be either 
Windows Server 2008 or Windows Vista. For 
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Windows XP, you need to have SP3 installed, 
which includes the NAP client. 

Besides the operating system requirement, 
there are some relevant services and settings 
that need to be enabled on the client side. 
These include the following:

• Adding the TS Gateway server name to the 
Trusted Server list on the client.

• Starting the NAP Agent service and setting 
the service startup type to Automatic.

• Enabling the TS Gateway Quarantine En-
forcement client.

To simplify the deployment of this solu-
tion, Microsoft has created the Terminal Ser-
vices NAP client configuration command 
(Tsgqecclientconfig.cmd), which can be 
downloaded from http://www.microsoft.
com/uk/tsclientconfig. After running the 
command, the client will be configured as 
a NAP enforcement client for TS Gateway. 
Note that the command must be run with  
elevated privileges.

Conclusion 
Throughout this article our principal goal 
has been not only to describe and explain the 
new TS Gateway feature that is available on 
Windows Server 2008 and to show how to 
publish it securely through ISA Server 2006, 
but also to provide you with an overall per-
spective on the security advantages that the 
combination of both products can provide 
for your company. 

In today’s world, to be connected from 
anywhere is a key requirement for just about 
any successful business. However, it is also 
necessary that this connectivity doesn’t come 
at the cost of providing an improved experi-
ence for the user. And, even more important-
ly, it is mandatory that all of this be done in a 
manner that ensures security.  ■
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ble-length columns, there is no guar-
antee that the same column will be 
pushed off-row when multiple rows 
become oversized.

This mechanism can create a per-
formance problem. Suddenly a query 
to retrieve a variable-length column 
from a single row in a table might need 
an additional I/O if the column has 
been pushed off-row (to read in the 
text page containing the off-row loca-
tion of the value). If multiple rows are 
oversized, a query to retrieve the same 
variable-length column from multiple 
rows could have unpredictable per-
formance, depending on how many of 
the values have been pushed off-row.

In your case, a query performing a 
range scan or table scan for a select list 
that includes a variable-length column 
is suffering from poor performance 
due to row-overflow and its effects. 
It doesn’t matter whether the indexes 
are perfectly fragmented – when a var-
iable-length column has been pushed 
off-row, the previously efficient scan is 
essentially interrupted since a random 
I/O is necessary to read the text page 
containing the off-row value.

Row-overflow is still very useful for 
occasional oversized rows. However, if 
query performance is critical, it should 
not be a heavily exploited component 
in your design.

Q We’ve just introduced database 
mirroring between two failover clusters 

as a way of getting geo-redundancy for 
less than the cost of storage area net-
work (SAN) replication. The data cen-
tres are within the same city, so we’re 
able to use synchronous mirroring. The 
problem is that when a failover occurs 
on the local cluster, the mirrored da-
tabase fails over to the remote cluster, 
which is not the behaviour we want. 
How can we stop this from happening? 
We want the failover to happen only if 
the local cluster is unavailable.

A For increased availability, mirroring 
is set up with a witness server so failovers 
occur automatically if the principal be-
comes unavailable. The idea is that if the 
entire local cluster goes down, database 
mirroring will failover to the second clus-
ter and the application can continue.

The problem occurs when a cluster 
failover happens. The failover takes 
longer to occur than the default time-
out setting of database mirroring. The 
witness server and mirror server (mean-
ing the active SQL Server instance on 
the second cluster) agree that they can-
not see the principal, and then the mir-
ror server initiates a mirroring failover 
to the second cluster. 

The easiest method for preventing 
this is to remove the witness server so 
that database mirroring does not au-
tomatically failover if the local clus-
ter goes down. Of course, this reduces 
availability, as a human is then needed 
to initiate a failover. 

Row-overflow, 
differential backups,  
and more
Paul S Randal

Q I recently upgraded an application 
to run on SQL Server 2005. One of the 
things I’ve taken advantage of is the 
ability to have rows greater than 8,060 
bytes so I can allow users to create 
longer data fields without getting an 
error from SQL Server. Now that this 
application is in production, we’re hav-
ing performance issues for some scan 
queries that used to run fine before the 
schema change. I’ve checked the frag-
mentation of the various indexes and 
everything is OK. Why are the queries 
running slowly on SQL Server 2005?

A The feature you are using, row-
overflow, is great for allowing the oc-
casional row to be longer than 8,060 
bytes, but it is not well suited for the 
majority of rows being oversized and 
can lead to a drop in query perform-
ance, as you are experiencing.

The reason for this is that when a 
row is about to become oversized, one 
of the variable-length columns in the 
row is pushed “off-row.” This means 
the column is taken from the row on 
the data or index page and moved to a 
text page. In place of the old column 
value, a pointer is substituted that 
points to the new location of the col-
umn value in the data file. 

This is exactly the same mechanism 
used to store regular  LOB (Large Ob-
ject) columns, such as XML, text, im-
age or varchar(max). Note that if the 
table schema contains multiple varia-
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The second option is to alter the 
default timeout setting of database 
mirroring. This is the number of once-
per-second “pings” that the principal 
must fail to respond to before it is de-
clared unavailable. This setting is called 
the partner timeout and has a default 
value of 10. The current timeout val-
ue for the database can be found using 
the following code:

SELECT [mirroring_connection_timeout]
  FROM master.sys.database_mirroring 
  WHERE [database_id] = DB_ID ('mydbname');
GO

The timeout value can be changed us-
ing the following code:

ALTER DATABASE mydbname 
  SET PARTNER TIMEOUT <timeoutvalue>;
GO

For this scenario, the partner time-
out needs to be set higher than the 
usual time it takes a cluster failover to 
occur on the local cluster. This may be 
a little tricky to determine given the 
variability in the time it takes to run re-
covery on the mirrored database when 
the cluster failover occurs, but you 
should be able to determine an upper 
bound. The problem with this method 
is that the timeout value may have to 
be minutes, which may be unaccepta-
ble for when a real disaster occurs.

Q My backup strategy involves full and 
log backups, but I’ve heard that I should 
add differential backups to decrease re-
store time. I take a full backup once a 
week and hourly log backups. I tried add-
ing daily differential backups, but one 
odd thing I’ve noticed is that the differ-
ential backups at the end of the week are 
close to the same size as the weekly full 
backup. I was under the impression that 
they are incremental, just like log back-
ups. Am I missing something?

A The misunderstanding here is 
around the nature of differential back-
ups. Unlike log backups, differential 
backups are not incremental. A differ-
ential backup contains all the changed 
data file extents since the previous full 

backup (and this applies to database, 
filegroup, and file level backups).

When an extent (a logical group 
of eight contiguous data file pages) is 
changed in any way, it is marked in a 
special bitmap page called the differ-
ential map (or more commonly known 
as the diff map). There is a diff map 
for each 4GB chunk of each data file. 
When a differential backup is taken, 
the backup subsystem scans all the 
diff maps and copies all the changed 
extents, but the diff maps are not re-
set. This means that if more extents 
are changed between successive differ-
ential backups, the later backups will 
be larger. The diff maps are only reset 
when a full backup is performed.

If the application workload is such 
that the database contents are extensive-
ly changed within a short period of time 
(say, within a week), then a weekly full 
backup will be almost the same size as a 
differential backup that was taken just 
before the next full backup. This explains 
the behaviour that you’re observing.

You are correct in thinking that dif-
ferential backups offer a way to reduce 
restore time in a disaster-recovery situ-
ation. If the backup strategy is to take 
weekly full backups and hourly log 
backups, an up-to-the-minute restore 
would require the following:

• Take a tail-of-the-log backup (all the 
logs generated since the most recent 
log backup).

• Restore the most recent full data-
base backup.

• Restore all log backups, in sequence, 
since the most recent full database 
backup.

• Restore the tail-of-the-log backup.

This could require a lot of log back-
ups to be restored, especially if the dis-
aster occurs just before the next full 
backup is due. (A worst-case scenar-
io would mean 24 + 24 + 24 + 24 + 24 
+ 24 + 23 log backups to be restored!) 
By adding daily differential backups 
to this strategy, the restore sequence 
changes to this:

• Take a tail-of-the-log backup (all the 
logs generated since the most recent 
log backup).

• Restore the most recent full data-
base backup.

• Restore the most recent differential 
backup.

• Restore all log backups, in sequence, 
since the most recent differential 
backup.

• Restore the tail-of-the-log backup.

This could remove the need for re-
storing a lot of log backups, as restor-
ing a differential backup is essentially 
the same as restoring all the log back-
ups in the period covered by the differ-
ential backup. 

The very worst case in a scenario 
where a daily differential backup is 
performed would be 23 log backups, 
even on the last day of the week. The 
one downside of differential backups 
not being incremental is that they can 
take more space, but that’s almost al-
ways a worthwhile trade-off to reduce 
restore time.

Q I have a two-node failover cluster. 
Each node is running a single instance 
of SQL Server 2005. I’m following the 
common advice of setting each in-
stance to only use 50 per cent of the 
available memory. Now I’m having is-
sues because the workload on both 
instances needs more memory to main-
tain the same performance levels. If 
I remove the memory limitation, or 
make it higher, I think I’ll run into prob-
lems when one of the instances fails 
over and they are both running on just 
one node. What do you recommend?

A I’ll answer this question for the 
two-node, two-instance case, but eve-
rything below also applies to other 
multi-instance setups (N-1 failover 
clusters, where there are N nodes and 
N-1 SQL Server instances). 

Many people experience a high 
workload (consuming more than 50 
per cent of server memory) on both  
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instances and don’t take into account 
the effect on the workloads when both 
instances end up running on a single 
node after a failover occurs. Without 
any special configuration, it’s possible 
for the memory distribution between 
the instances to become dispropor-
tionate, so one workload runs fine and 
the other slows to a crawl.

With SQL Server 2000, the recom-
mendation is to limit each instance 
to a maximum of 50 per cent of clus-
ter node memory. This is because the 
memory manager in SQL Server 2000 
does not respond to memory pres-
sure – if SQL Server takes, say, 80 per 
cent of the node’s memory, it will not 
give it back. In a failover situation, this 
means another instance just starting 
up would only have 20 per cent of the 
memory available. By limiting both in-
stances to a maximum of 50 per cent of 
a node’s memory, a fail-over instance is 
guaranteed 50 per cent of the memo-

ry. The problem with this is that the 
workload on each instance is also lim-
ited to 50 per cent of the memory.

With SQL Server 2005 (and SQL 
Server 2008), the memory manager can 
respond to memory pressure so the 50 
per cent maximum is no longer appro-
priate. But without some kind of limi-
tation, if two instances are running on 
one cluster node, they may pressure 
each other until a disproportionate 
memory distribution is reached.

The answer is to set each instance to 
have a minimum amount of memory 
so they cannot be pressured to release 
too much memory. A common setting 
for a two-node, two-instance setup is 
to have each instance configured for a 
minimum of 40 per cent of the memo-
ry. This means that when each instance 
is running on a separate node, they 
can consume as much memory as they 
want. When a failover occurs, each in-
stance is guaranteed a certain amount 

of memory to preserve a set level of 
workload performance, with a little 
left over to be shared between them. 
Though this means that the perform-
ance of both workloads may drop in 
a failover situation (as expected), they 
won’t be limited at all for the vast ma-
jority of the time when each instance is 
running on a separate cluster node. ■

Paul S Randal is the managing 
director of SQLskills.com and a SQL 
Server MVP. He worked on the SQL 
Server Storage Engine team at Microsoft 
from 1999 to 2007. Paul wrote DBCC 
CHECKDB/repair for SQL Server 2005 
and was responsible for the Core Storage 
Engine during SQL Server 2008 devel-
opment. Paul is an expert on disaster 
recovery, high availability, and database 
maintenance and is a regular presenter 
at conferences around the world. He 
blogs at SQLskills.com/blogs/paul.

Exchange Q & A

Outlook Anywhere, the Remote 
Connectivity Analyzer, and more
Henrik Walther

Q We have just finished deploying 
Exchange 2007 on Windows Server 
2008-based servers in our organisation 
and things are working very well, with 
one exception. Even though we have 
configured Outlook Anywhere (for-
merly known as RPC over HTTP) fol-
lowing the guidance in the Exchange 
2007 documentation on Microsoft 
TechNet, we can’t connect to the 
Exchange 2007 Client Access servers 
from an Outlook 2007 client on the 
Internet, no matter what we try. We 
have made sure the SAN certificate is 
trusted by the client and that TCP port 

443 is open on the firewall connected 
to the Client Access servers. Have you 
ever seen this type of issue?

A As a matter of fact, I have. You 
mention that Exchange 2007 was in-
stalled on Windows Server 2008-based 
servers. When a Client Access serv-
er has been installed on a Windows 
Server 2008 server, it’s important to 
keep in mind that Outlook Anywhere 
won’t work properly if IPv6 is ena-
bled on the server. Since IPv6 is ena-
bled by default when Exchange 2007 
SP1 is installed on Windows Server 

2008, you must make sure to disable it.  
I’ve seen several cases where this re-
solved the issue. 

For more information about why 
Outlook Anywhere and IPv6 on  
Windows Server 2008 form a bad  
cocktail, and how you disable IPv6 
properly on Windows 2008 servers 
without breaking Exchange 2007, I rec-
ommend you check out the blog post 
from the Exchange team at Microsoft 
found at http://www.microsoft.com/
uk/exchangeteamblogarchive1. This 
issue should be fixed with Exchange 
2007 SP1 Rollup 4.
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Q I am currently implementing 
Outlook Anywhere and Exchange 
ActiveSync in our Exchange 2007-
based messaging environment, and I 
was wondering if it is somehow possi-
ble to test whether Outlook Anywhere 
will work as expected on the other side 
of our perimeter network. In addition, 
I want to make sure the Autodiscover 
service has been properly configured  
in our environment. Can you give me 
any pointers?

A Yes, it is possible to test whether 
Outlook Anywhere is working cor-
rectly. Two Microsoft employees 
(Shawn McGrath from the Exchange 
Product Group and Brad Hughes 
from Product Support Services) 
have created a web-based tool 
called the Exchange Server Remote 
Connectivity Analyzer (ExRCA). The 
tool (in Figure 1) should still be con-
sidered a prototype, but I have not 
experienced any bugs or odd behav-
ior whatsoever. The tool can per-
form Outlook 2007 Autodiscover 
and RPC/HTTP connectivity tests; 
it can also test whether Exchange 
ActiveSync and inbound SMTP mail 
flow works as expected. Although 
ExRCA currently isn’t supported by 
Microsoft, I highly recommend it for 
any remote connectivity tests against 
Exchange 2007. 

Q Our organisation, which uses 
Exchange Server 2007, is in the plan-
ning stages of deploying standby con-
tinuous replication (SCR). We want 
to have a second set of data for each 
of the mailbox databases created on 
our non-clustered Exchange 2007 SP1 

Mailbox servers in another site. We 
have been reading a lot about SCR 
in the Exchange 2007 documenta-
tion on Microsoft TechNet but still 
have a question we haven’t managed 
to get answered there: if we activate 
an SCR target, will this have the same 
effect as a Movemailbox with the –
ConfigurationOnly parameter specified 
for all user mailboxes in a particular 
mailbox database? In other words, only 
change the Exchange server location in 
the Active Directory.

A Since you’re using non-clustered 
Mailbox servers (otherwise known as 
a standalone Mailbox server) as source 
SCR servers, your understanding is 
correct. Because you will be activat-
ing the SCR copy on a different server, 
database portability will be used. This 
means that the Exchange server loca-
tion in Active Directory for the user 
mailboxes in the respective mailbox 
database will change. If source SCR 
servers in your Exchange 2007 envi-
ronment were either clustered contin-

uous replication (CCR)- or single copy 
cluster (SCC)-based, and you used a 
passive node in a failover cluster as 
the SCR target, you would activate the 
SCR target with the same name, and 
the Exchange Server location in Active 
Directory would not change.

Q We have just finalised deployment 
of Exchange Server 2007 in our enter-
prise environment and were wonder-
ing if it’s supported to move the six 
Exchange 2007 security groups, which 
were created by Exchange 2007 set-
up when the forest and domains are 
prepared for installation of Exchange 
2007, to another organisational unit 
instead of the Microsoft Exchange 
Security Groups OU, which is created 
in the root domain.

A Unlike Exchange 2000/2003, 
which didn’t allow you to move the 
Exchange groups to another OU with-
in the forest, Exchange 2007 actually 
supports doing this. You can see that 
the six Exchange 2007 security groups 
(see Figure 2) created when the for-
est is prepared for Exchange 2007 are 
stamped with two unique properties; 
the first is a well-known GUID and 
the second is a distinguished name 
that can change. 

These two properties, and the fact 
that they are added to the respective 
forest’s OtherWellKnownObjects at-
tribute when setup is run, ensure that 

Figure 2	 Exchange	
Server	2007	
security	groups

Figure 1	 Exchange	
Server	Remote	
Connectivity	
Analyzer	start	page
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Exchange will be able to find the secu-
rity groups anywhere in the forest. So 
you can go ahead and move the groups 
anywhere you want to, even to an-
other domain in the forest! Addition-
al details can be found in Ross Smith’s 
excellent Exchange 2007 Permissions 
FAQ (http://technet.microsoft.com/
bb310792) included within the Ex-
change 2007 documentation on Mi-
crosoft TechNet.

Q Because of some restructuring in 
our Exchange 2007-based messaging 
environment, we want to move the file 
share witness for each of our Exchange 
2007 CCR Mailbox servers to another 
Hub Transport server. Can you provide 
some guidance on how this is accom-
plished in a supported fashion?

A Moving the file share witness 
from one Exchange 2007 Hub Trans-
port server to another is very straight-
forward. You simply use the steps that 
you followed when you initially con-
figured the file share witness for your 
clustered Mailbox servers. The only 
difference is the path that you speci-
fy to the server. The appropriate steps 
can be found in the How to Config-
ure the File Share Witness section in 
the Exchange 2007 documentation 
on Microsoft TechNet (see http:// 
technet.microsoft.com/bb124922).

By the way, you should know that 

if you made use of a CNAME record 
to point to your Hub Transport serv-
er when you configured the file share 
witness, the task would then simply 
be a matter of you changing the ful-
ly qualified domain name (FQDN) of 
the target host to which the alias in the  
respective CNAME record points  
(see Figure 3). 

Bear in mind, though, that if you 
have cluster nodes located in different 
sites, site resilience guidance from the 
Exchange Product group has changed 
(see http://www.microsoft.com/uk/
exchangeteamblogarchive2). Basically, 
the Exchange product group no long-
er recommends that you use CNAME 
records in Exchange 2007 Geo-Cluster 
environments.

Q We’re planning to improve the se-
curity settings for the Exchange 2007 
messaging servers in our organisation. 
Part of our security optimisation plan 
is to encrypt the volumes on which the 
Exchange databases are located. We 
wondered whether it is recommended 
or even supported to store Exchange 
database files on a volume that has 
been encrypted using Encrypting File 
System (EFS) encryption.

A The answer is a clear no. Plac-
ing Exchange 2007 databases on an 
EFS-based encrypted volume is not 
supported by Microsoft. In fact, it is 
unsupported for .edb, .log, .stm (Ex-
change 2000/2003), .dat, .eml, and .chk 
files. The primary reason is that this  
type of encryption results in addition-
al overhead, which significantly affects 
performance.

To help secure your Exchange 2007 
data files further, you should prevent 
unauthorised access to the Exchange 
computer and use the S/MIME mes-
sage format to encrypt message data. 
Also, if you install Exchange 2007 on 
Windows Server 2008, consider using 
BitLocker to protect the volumes.

Q I’ve just installed Exchange 2007 
SP1 on a Windows Server 2008 serv-

Henrik Walther is a Microsoft 
Certified Master: Exchange 2007 and 
Exchange MVP with more than 14 
years of experience in the IT business. 
He works as a Technology architect 
for Interprise Consulting (a Microsoft 
infrastructure Gold partner based in 
Denmark) and as a technical writer 
for Biblioso Corporation (a US-based 
company that specialises in managed 
documentation and localisation services).

Figure 3	 CNAME	record	pointing	to	a	
target	host	for	a	file	share	witness

er that is also a domain controller. 
Since I don’t use IPv6 in this environ-
ment, I disabled it under Network 
Connections after Exchange 2007 SP1 
had been installed, and then I reboot-
ed the server. When it came back on-
line, the Exchange 2007 services no 
longer started. Error 214, logged in the 
Application log, contains the following 
information:

Process MSEXCHANGEADTOPOLOGYSERVICE.EXE 
(PID=1712). Topology discovery failed, error 
0x80040a02 (DSC_E_NO_SUITABLE_CDC).

A I’ve seen several reports on this be-
havior. Although it’s not good prac-
tice to install any of the Exchange 
2007 server roles on a Windows Server 
2008 server that’s also acting as a do-
main controller, having one or more 
Exchange 2007 server roles running 
on a domain controller with IPv6 disa-
bled should work, especially since this 
is a common scenario in test labs and 
elsewhere. The solution as of now is to 
re-enable IPv6 on the server. Rumour 
has it that Exchange 2007 SP1 Rollup 4 
will fix this issue. ■



Change analysis diagnostic  
Lance Whitney

Utility spotlight

One of the PCs you sup-
port has just caught a new 
bug – maybe it’s freezing or 

crashing, maybe some application has 
stopped working. Naturally, it’s up to 
you to fix it. Sometimes the culprit 
can be a conflict with a recent change 
– a new application, an update, a driv-
er. So how can you find out what’s 
been recently installed? The Microsoft 
Change Analysis Diagnostic tool will 
tell you. This free utility scans a com-
puter running Windows XP to reveal 
all the recent modifications.

Change Analysis Diagnostic scans 
for six distinct categories of changes:

1. Software Programs – installed appli-
cations, such as those listed in Add/
Remove Programs

2. Windows hotfixes and other OS up-
dates

3. Windows drivers and services
4. ActiveX controls downloaded via 

Internet Explorer
5. Browser Helper Objects (BHOs) 

– typically toolbars and other items 
that load with your browser

6. Auto-Start Extensibility Points 
(ASEPs) – programs that start auto-
matically without user action.

To install the tool, run the download 
file, WindowsXP-KB924732-x86-ENU.
exe, at http://www.microsoft.com/uk/
changeanalysisdiagnostic. Just click on 
Start and choose the Run command. In 
the Open: field, type statechangediag. 
The file itself, statechangediag.exe, is 
stored in the directory named c:\win-
dows\pchealth\helpctr\binaries.

After the tool loads, you determine 
how far back to scan for changes – 7 
days, 14 days, 21 days or a duration 
of your own choosing, which you set 
from an onscreen calendar. The scan 

takes a few minutes to run. The results 
are then saved as an XML file, which 
you can save and/or view through your 
web browser. By default, the results 
file, scdiag.xml, is stored in the c:\docu-
ments and settings\username directo-
ry with its XSL stylesheet, scstyle.xsl.

The results report lists each change 
in its own separate table, with specific 
stats based on the category of change. 
For most categories, you’ll see the  
Application Name or Filename and 
directory path, the Installation Date 
and the Change Type (identified as 
“Create” if the program was installed, 
“Delete” if removed, and “Modify” if 
changed). Hotfixes and updates in-
clude a link to Microsoft Knowledge 
Base articles. ActiveX controls, BHOs 
and ASEPs display their associated 
registry keys.

By default, the tool runs in Wizard 
mode, but you can also run it at a com-
mand line with the following options:
Nogui runs the tool in a console win-
dow instead of the GUI-based Wizard.

Verbose changes the output log to  
verbose, providing more detailed  
error messages.
History lets you specify the number of 
previous days to scan for changes. Sev-
en days is the default. Enter the num-
ber of days after the -history string.

You can analyse the report yourself 
or work with Microsoft support to 
identify any recent changes that might 
be affecting the computer. Change 
Analysis Diagnostic uses Windows 
System Restore data to determine all 
recent changes. Therefore, it requires 
that System Restore be turned on and 
restore points have been created. As its 
name indicates, the tool runs only on 
Windows XP systems, and only those 
with SP2 or higher.  ■

Lance Whitney is an IT consultant, 
trainer and technical writer. He has 
spent countless hours tweaking Windows 
workstations and servers. Originally a 
journalist, he took a blind leap into the 
IT world 15 years ago.

The Change Analysis Diagnostic tool identifies changes that occur on PCs
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Calculating server  
uptime

Hey, Scripting Guy!

U p is up and down is down. 
Seems rather obvious – ex-
cept, that is, when you’re 

talking about server uptime. To know 
uptime, you need to know downtime. 
Nearly every network administrator is 
concerned about server uptime. (Ex-
cept, that is, when he is worried about 
server downtime.) Most administrators 
have uptime goals and need to provide 
uptime reports to upper management. 

What’s the big deal? It seems like 
you could use the Win32_Operating-
System WMI class, which has two 
properties that should make such an 
operation pretty easy: LastBootUp-
Time and LocalDateTime. All you need 
to do, you think, is subtract the Last-
BootUptime from the LocalDateTime, 
and then all is right with the world 
and you can even go catch a quick nine 
holes before dinner. 

So you fire up Windows PowerShell 
to query the Win32_OperatingSystem 
WMI class and select the properties, as 
shown here: 

PS C:\> $wmi = Get-WmiObject -Class Win32_
OperatingSystem

PS C:\> $wmi.LocalDateTime - $wmi.LastBootUpTime

But when you run these commands, 
you are greeted not with the friend-
ly uptime of your server, but by the  
rather mournful error message you see 
in Figure 1.

The error message is perhaps a bit 
misleading: “Bad numeric constant.” 
Huh? You know what a number is and 
you know what a constant is, but what 
does this have to do with time?

When confronted with strange er-
ror messages, it’s best to look directly 
at the data the script is trying to parse. 
Moreover, with Windows PowerShell, 

it generally makes sense to see what 
type of data is being used. 

To examine the data the script is 
using, you can simply print it to the 
screen. Here’s what you get: 

PS C:\> $wmi.LocalDateTime
20080905184214.290000-240

The number seems a bit strange. 
What kind of a date is this? To find out, 
use the GetType method. The good 
thing about GetType is that it is near-
ly always available. All you need to do 
is call it. And here’s the source of the 
problem – the LocalDateTime value is 
being reported as a string, not as a Sys-
tem.DateTime value: 

PS C:\> $wmi.LocalDateTime.gettype()

IsPublic IsSerial Name BaseType
-------- -------- ---- --------
True     True     String
System.Object

If you need to subtract one time from 
another time, make sure you’re dealing 
with time values and not strings. This 
is easy to do using the ConvertToDate-
Time method, which Windows Power-
Shell adds to all WMI classes: 

PS C:\> $wmi = Get-WmiObject -Class Win32_
OperatingSystem

PS C:\> $wmi.ConvertToDateTime($wmi.LocalDateTime) –
$wmi.ConvertToDateTime($wmi.LastBootUpTime)

When you subtract one time value 
from another, you are left with an in-
stance of a System.TimeSpan object. 
This means you can choose how to dis-
play your uptime information without 
having to perform a lot of arithmetic. 
You need only choose which proper-
ty to display (and hopefully you count 
your uptime in TotalDays and not in 
TotalMilliseconds). The default dis-
play of the System.TimeSpan object is 
shown here: 

Days              : 0
Hours             : 0
Minutes           : 40
Seconds           : 55
Milliseconds      : 914
Ticks             : 24559148010
TotalDays         : 0.0284249398263889
TotalHours        : 0.682198555833333
TotalMinutes      : 40.93191335
TotalSeconds      : 2455.914801
TotalMilliseconds : 2455914.801

The problem with this method is 
that it only tells you how long the 
server has been up since the last re-
start. It does not calculate downtime. 
This is where up is down – to calculate 
uptime, first you need to know the 
downtime. 

So how do you figure out how long 
the server has been down? To do this, 
you need to know when the server 
starts and when it shuts down. You can 

How can I use the System event 
log to find server uptime?

THE MICROSOFT SCRIPTING GUYS ANSWER

Figure 1	 An	error	is	
returned	when	trying	to	
subtract	WMI	UTC	time	
values
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get this information from the System 
event log. One of the first processes 
that starts on your server or worksta-
tion is the event log, and one of the 
last things that stop when a server is 
shut down is the event log. Each of 
these start/stop events generates an 
eventID – 6005 when the event log 
starts and 6006 when the event log 
stops. Figure 2 shows an example of 
an event log starting. 

By gathering the 6005 and 6006 
events from the System Log, sort-
ing them, and subtracting the starts 
from the stops, you can determine the 
amount of time the server was down 
between restarts. If you then subtract 
that amount from the number of min-
utes during the period of time in ques-
tion, you can calculate the percentage 
of server uptime. This is the approach 
taken in the CalculateSystemUpTi-
meFromEventLog.ps1 script, which is 
shown in Figure 3.

The script begins by using the Par-
am statement to define a couple of 
command-line parameters whose val-
ues you can change when you run the 
script from the command line. The 
first, $NumberOfDays, lets you specify 
a different number of days to use in the 
uptime report. (Note that I have sup-
plied a default value of 30 days in the 
script so you can run the script with-
out having to supply a value for the 
parameter. Of course, you can change 
this if necessary.) 

The second, [switch]$debug, is a 
switched parameter that lets you ob-
tain certain debugging information 
from the script if you include it on 
the command line when running the 
script. This information can help you 
feel more confident in the results you 
get from the script. There could be 
times when the 6006 event log serv-
ice-stopping message is not present, 
perhaps as a result of a catastrophic 
failure of the server that rendered it 
unable to write to the event log, caus-
ing the script to subtract an uptime 
value from another uptime value and 
skew the results. 

#---------------------------------------------------------------
# CalculateSystemUpTimeFromEventLog.ps1
# ed wilson, msft, 9/6/2008
# 
# Creates a system.TimeSpan object to subtract date values
# Uses a .NET Framework class, system.collections.sortedlist to sort the events from eventlog.
#
#---------------------------------------------------------------
#Requires -version 2.0
Param($NumberOfDays = 30, [switch]$debug)

if($debug) { $DebugPreference = " continue" }

[timespan]$uptime = New-TimeSpan -start 0 -end 0
$currentTime = get-Date
$startUpID = 6005
$shutDownID = 6006
$minutesInPeriod = (24*60)*$NumberOfDays
$startingDate = (Get-Date -Hour 00 -Minute 00 -Second 00).adddays(-$numberOfDays)

Write-debug "'$uptime $uptime" ; start-sleep -s 1
write-debug "'$currentTime $currentTime" ; start-sleep -s 1
write-debug "'$startingDate $startingDate" ; start-sleep -s 1

$events = Get-EventLog -LogName system | 
Where-Object { $_.eventID -eq  $startUpID -OR $_.eventID -eq $shutDownID `
  -and $_.TimeGenerated -ge $startingDate } 

write-debug "'$events $($events)" ; start-sleep -s 1

$sortedList = New-object system.collections.sortedlist

ForEach($event in $events)
{
 $sortedList.Add( $event.timeGenerated, $event.eventID )
} #end foreach event
$uptime = $currentTime - $sortedList.keys[$($sortedList.Keys.Count-1)]
Write-Debug "Current uptime $uptime"

For($item = $sortedList.Count-2 ; $item -ge 0 ; $item -- )
{ 
 Write-Debug "$item `t `t $($sortedList.GetByIndex($item)) `t `
   $($sortedList.Keys[$item])" 
 if($sortedList.GetByIndex($item) -eq $startUpID)
 {
  $uptime += ($sortedList.Keys[$item+1] - $sortedList.Keys[$item])
  Write-Debug "adding uptime. `t uptime is now: $uptime"
 } #end if  
} #end for item 

"Total up time on $env:computername since $startingDate is " + "{0:n2}" -f `
  $uptime.TotalMinutes + " minutes."
$UpTimeMinutes = $Uptime.TotalMinutes
$percentDownTime = "{0:n2}" -f (100 - ($UpTimeMinutes/$minutesInPeriod)*100)
$percentUpTime = 100 - $percentDowntime

"$percentDowntime% downtime and $percentUpTime% uptime."

Figure 3 CalculateSystemUpTimeFromEventLog	3

Figure 2	 The	event	log	service	
starts	shortly	after	computer	
startup

Hey, Scripting Guy!
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After the $debug variable is supplied 
from the command line, it is present 
on the Variable: drive. In that case, the 
value of the $debugPreference varia-
ble is set to continue, which means the 
script will continue to run and any val-
ue supplied to Write-Debug will be vis-
ible. Note that, by default, the value of 
$debugPreference is silentlycontinue, 
so if you don’t set the value of $debug-
Preference to continue, the script will 
run, but any value supplied to Write-
Debug will be silent (that is, it will not 
be visible). 

When the script runs, the resulting 
output lists each occurrence of the 
6005 and 6006 event log entries (as you 
can see in Figure 4) and shows the up-
time calculation. Using this informa-
tion, you can confirm the accuracy of 
the results.

The next step is to create an instance 
of the System.TimeSpan object. You 
could use the New-Object cmdlet to 
create a default timespan object you 
would use to perform date-difference 
calculations: 

PS C:\> [timespan]$ts = New-Object system.
timespan

But Windows PowerShell actually 
has a New-TimeSpan cmdlet for creat-
ing a timespan object, so it makes sense 
to use it. Using this cmdlet makes the 
script easier to read, and the object that 
is created is equivalent to the timespan 
object created with New-Object. 

Now, you can initialise a few var-
iables, starting with $currentTime, 
which is used to hold the current time 
and date value. You get this informa-
tion from the Get-Date cmdlet: 

$currentTime = get-Date

Next, initialise the two variables 
that will hold the startup and shut-
down eventID numbers. You don’t re-
ally need to do this, but the code will 
be easier to read and easier to trouble-
shoot if you avoid embedding the two 
as string literal values.

The next step is to create a variable 
called $minutesInPeriod to hold the 
result of the calculation used to figure 

out the number of minutes during the 
period of time in question: 

$minutesInPeriod = (24*60)*$NumberOfDays

Finally, you need to create the 
$startingDate variable, which will hold 
a System.DateTime object that repre-
sents the starting time of the reporting 
period. The date will be midnight of 
the beginning date for the period: 

$startingDate = (Get-Date -Hour 00 -Minute 00 
-Second 00).adddays(-$numberOfDays)

After the variables are created, you 
retrieve the events from the event 
log and store the results of the que-
ry in the $events variable. Use the 
Get-EventLog cmdlet to query the 
event log, specifying “system” as the 
log name. In Windows PowerShell 
2.0, you could use a –source parame-
ter to reduce the amount of informa-
tion that needs to be sorted out in the 
Where-Object cmdlet. But in Win-
dows PowerShell 1.0, you don’t have 
that choice and must therefore sort 
through all the unfiltered events re-
turned by the query. So pipeline the 
events to the Where-Object cmdlet to 
filter out the appropriate event log en-
tries. As you examine the Where-Ob-
ject filter, you’ll see why the Scripting 
Guys had you create the variables to 
hold the parameters. 

The command reads much better 
than it would if you used the string lit-

erals. The get eventIDs are equal either 
to $startUpID or to $shutDownID. You 
should also make sure the timeGener-
ated property of the event log entry is 
greater than or equal to the $starting-
Date, like so: 

$events = Get-EventLog -LogName system |
Where-Object { $_.eventID -eq  $startUpID 
-OR $_.eventID -eq $shutDownID -and 
$_.TimeGenerated -ge $startingDate }

Keep in mind that this command 
will only run locally. In Windows 
PowerShell 2.0, you could use the –
computerName parameter to make 
the command work remotely. 

The next step is to create a sorted list 
object. Why? Because when you walk 
through the collection of events, you 
are not guaranteed in which order the 
event log entries are reported. Even if 
you pipeline the objects to the Sort-
Object cmdlet and store the results 
back into a variable, when you iterate 
through the objects and store the re-
sults into a hash table, you cannot be 
certain that the list will maintain the 
results of the sort procedure. 

In order to sidestep these frus-
trating and difficult-to-debug prob-
lems, you create an instance of the 
System.Collections.SortedList object, 
using the default constructor for the 
object. The default constructor tells 
the sorted list to sort dates chronologi-
cally. Store the empty sorted list object 
in the $sortedList variable: 

$sortedList = New-object system.collections.
sortedlist

After you create the sorted list  
object, you need to populate it. To 
do this,  use the ForEach statement 
and walk through the collection of 
event log entries stored in the $entries  
variable. As you walk through the col-
lection, the $event variable keeps track 
of your position in the collection. You 
can use the add method to add two prop-
erties to the System.Collections.Sort-
edList object. The sorted list allows you 
to add a key and a value property (simi-
lar to a Dictionary object except that  
it also lets you index into the collec-
tion just like an array does). Add the  

Figure 4	 Debug	mode	displays	a	
tracing	of	each	time	value	that	is	
added	to	the	uptime	calculation
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time-generated property as the key and 
the eventID as the value property:

ForEach($event in $events)
{
 $sortedList.Add( $event.timeGenerated,
 $event.eventID )
} #end foreach event

Next, you calculate the current up-
time of the server. To do this, you use 
the most recent event log entry in the 
sorted list. Note that this will always be 
a 6005 instance because if the most re-
cent entry were 6006, the server would 
still be down. Since the index is zero 
based, the most recent entry will be 
the count –1. 

To retrieve the time-generated value, 
you need to look at the key property of 

the sorted list. To get the index value, 
use the count property and subtract 
one from it. Then subtract the time 
the 6005 event was generated from 
the date time value stored in the $cur-
renttime variable you populated earli-
er. You can print out the results of this 
calculation only if the script is run in 
debug mode. This code is shown here: 

$uptime = $currentTime -
$sortedList.keys[$($sortedList.Keys.Count-1)]
Write-Debug "Current uptime $uptime"

It is now time to walk through the 
sorted list object and calculate the up-
time for the server. Because you are us-
ing the System.Collections.Sorted list 
object, you will take advantage of the 
fact that you can index into the list. To 
do this, use the for statement, begin-
ning at the count -2 because we used 
count -1 earlier to figure the current 
amount of uptime. 

We are going to count backward to 
get the uptime, so the condition speci-
fied in the second position of the for 
statement is when the item is great-
er or equal to 0. In the third position 

While testing the CalculateSystemUp
timeFromEventLog.ps1 script on his 
laptop, Contributing Editor Michael 
Murgolo ran across a most annoying 
error. I gave the script to my friend Jit, 
and he ran into the same error. What 
was that error? Well, here it is:

PS C:\> C:\fso\
CalculateSystemUpTimeFromEventLog.ps1
Cannot index into a null array.
At C:\fso\CalculateSystemUpTimeFromEventLog.
ps1:36 char:43 + $uptime = $currentTime 
- $sortedList.keys[$ <<<< ($sortedList.Keys.
Count-1)]
Total up time on LISBON since 09/02/2008 
00:00:00 is 0.00 minutes.
100.00% downtime and 0% uptime.

The error, “Cannot index into a null 
array,” is an indication that the array 
was not created properly. So I dug into 
the code that creates the array: 

ForEach($event in $events)
{
 $sortedList.Add( $event.timeGenerated,
 $event.eventID )
} #end foreach event

In the end, that code was fine. What 
was causing the error?

Next, I decided to look at the 
SortedList object. To do this, I wrote a 
simple script that creates an instance 

Version issues

of the System.Collections.SortedList 
class and adds some information to it. 
At this point, I used the keys property 
to print out the listing of the keys. 
Here is that code:

$aryList = 1,2,3,4,5
$sl = New-Object Collections.SortedList
ForEach($i in $aryList)
{
 $sl.add($i,$i)
}

$sl.keys

On my computer, this code works 
fine. On Jit’s computer, it failed. 
Bummer. But at least it pointed me in 
the right direction. The problem, as it 
turns out, is that there is a bug with 
the System.Collections.SortedList in 
Windows PowerShell 1.0. And I happen 
to be running the most recent build of 
the yet to be released Windows Pow
erShell 2.0 where that bug was fixed, 
and thus the code runs fine. 

So where does that leave our script? 
As it turns out, the SortedList class 
has a method called GetKey, and that 
method works on both Windows 
PowerShell 1.0 and Windows Power
Shell 2.0. So for the 1.0 version of the 

script, we modify the code to use 
GetKey instead of iterating through 
the keys collection. In the 2.0 version 
of the script, we add a tag that requires 
version 2.0 of Windows PowerShell. If 
you try to run that script on a Win
dows PowerShell 1.0 machine, the 
script will simply exit and you will not 
get the error. 

Michael also pointed out something 
that’s not a bug but is related to a de
sign consideration. He noted that the 
script will not properly detect uptime 
if you hibernate or sleep the computer. 
This is true, as we do not detect or 
look for these events. 

In reality, however, I am not con
cerned with uptime on my laptop or 
desktop computer. I am only interested 
in uptime on a server, and I have yet to 
meet the server that sleeps or hiber
nates. It could happen, of course, and 
it might be an interesting way to con
serve electricity in the data center, but 
it’s not something I’ve encountered 
yet. Let me know if you hibernate your 
servers. You can reach me at Scripter@
Microsoft.com. 

You can’t talk about 
uptime without 
taking downtime 
into consideration 

Hey, Scripting Guy!
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of the for statement you use --, which 
will decrement the value of $item by 
one. You use the Write-Debug cmdlet 
to print out the value of the index 
number if the script is run with the –
debug switch. You also tab over by us-
ing the `t character and print out the 
timegenerated time value. This section 
of code is shown here: 

For($item = $sortedList.Count-2 ; $item -ge 
  0 ; $item--)
{ 
 Write-Debug "$item `t `t $($sortedList.
 GetByIndex($item)) `t `
   $($sortedList.Keys[$item])" 

If the eventID value is equal to 6005, 
which is the startup eventID value, 
you calculate the amount of uptime by 
subtracting the start time from the pre-
vious downtime value. Store this value 
in the $uptime variable. If you are in 
debug mode, you can use the Write-
Debug cmdlet to print these values to 
the screen: 

 if($sortedList.GetByIndex($item) -eq $startUpID)
 {
  $uptime += ($sortedList.Keys[$item+1] 
  - $sortedList.Keys[$item])
  Write-Debug "adding uptime. `t uptime is 
now: $uptime"
 } #end if  
} #end for item

Last, you need to generate the re-
port. Pick up the computer name from 
the system environment variable com-
puter. You use the current time stored 
in the $startingdate value, and you dis-
play the total minutes of uptime for 
the period. You use the format speci-
fier {0:n2} to print the number to two 
digits. Next, calculate the percentage 
of downtime by dividing the number 
of uptime minutes by the number of 
minutes in the time period covered by 
the report. Use the same format speci-
fier to print the value to two decimal 
places. Just for fun, you can also cal-
culate the percent of uptime and then 
print out both values, like so:

"Total up time on $env:computername since 
$startingDate is " + "{0:n2}" -f `
  $uptime.TotalMinutes + " minutes."
$UpTimeMinutes = $Uptime.TotalMinutes
$percentDownTime = "{0:n2}" -f (100 - 
($UpTimeMinutes/$minutesInPeriod)*100)
$percentUpTime = 100 - $percentDowntime
"$percentDowntime% downtime and 
$percentUpTime% uptime."

Ed Wilson is a senior consultant at Microsoft and a well-known scripting expert. 
He is a Microsoft Certified Trainer who delivers a popular Windows PowerShell 
workshop to Microsoft Premier customers worldwide. He has written eight books 
including several on Windows scripting, and has contributed to almost a dozen other 
books. Ed holds more than 20 industry certifications.  
Craig Liebendorfer is a wordsmith and longtime Microsoft web editor. Craig 
still can’t believe there’s a job that pays him to work with words every day. One of his 
favourite things is irreverent humour, so he should fit right in here. He considers his 
magnificent daughter to be his greatest accomplishment in life.

The monthly challenge that tests not only your puzzlesolving ability but also 
your scripting skills.

December	2008:	PowerShell	commands
The list below contains 21 Windows PowerShell commands. The square 
contains the same commands, but they are hidden. Your job is to find the com
mands, which may be hidden horizontally, vertically, or diagonally (forward or 
backward).

EXPORTCSV FORMATLIST FORMATTABLE
GETACL GETALIAS GETCHILDITEM
GETLOCATION INVOKEITEM MEASUREOBJECT
NEWITEMPROPERTY OUTHOST OUTNULL
REMOVEPSSNAPIN SETACL SETTRACESOURCE
SPLITPATH STARTSLEEP STOPSERVICE
SUSPENDSERVICE WRITEDEBUG WRITEWARNING

You	can	find	the	answer	to	this	puzzle	at	technetmagazine.com/puzzle.

Dr Scripto’s scripting perplexer

S R E M O V E P S S N A P I N A
U T M E T I D L I H C T E G E T
S G O F O R M A T T A B L E W C
P R E P I S A I L A T E G X I E
E X P T S O H T U O U N U P T J
N W H I L E A N D B I L B O E B
D R A T M O R M A N V C E R M O
S O L H A R C V R E D A D T P E
E G E T A C L A I R I T E C R R
R E D A H K W E T C F E T S O U
V A N P I E R A L I E S I V P S
I S E T T R A C E S O U R C E A
C U T I O U T N U L L N W I R E
E A R L M E T I E K O V N I T M
S W A P F O R M A T L I S T Y A
R E C S N O P E E L S T R A T S

Let’s return to the original ques-
tion: When is up down? You now see 
that you can’t talk about uptime with-
out taking downtime into considera-
tion. If you thought this was fun, check 

out the other “Hey, Scripting Guy” col-
umns at http://technet.microsoft.com/ 
magazine/cc135880 or go to the Script 
Center at www.microsoft.com/technet/
scriptcenter. ■



available in Microsoft operating sys-
tems, various IT tools and system man-
agement solutions (such as Microsoft 
System Center) can help you save 
money and minimise carbon emis-
sions. With Microsoft System Center 
Configuration Manager 2007, you can 
easily monitor and capture the config-
uration information of servers, desk-
tops and laptops across your network. 
In doing so, Configuration Manager 
uses Desired Configuration Manage-
ment (DCM) to evaluate systems and 
see if they are configured in accor-
dance with corporate requirements.

DCM supports imported configu-
ration packs, which are best practices 
created by Microsoft and other soft-
ware vendors to identify common 
configuration errors for applications 
and operating systems. For instance, 
the August 2008 release of the Micro-
soft Assessment Configuration Pack 
for ENERGY STAR Power Manage-
ment allows administrators to assess 
display and hibernation settings on 
Windows XP and Windows Vista to 
determine whether systems adhere to 
the ENERGY STAR guidelines set by 
the United States Environmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA). These guidle-
lines are as follows:

• Computers must enter system stand-
by or hibernate after 30 to 60 min-
utes of inactivity.

• Monitors must enter sleep mode af-
ter 5 to 20 minutes of inactivity.

Using the new configuration pack, 
administrators can also ensure that a 
warning notification report is created 
if screen savers are not disabled. (Don’t 
use screen savers if you are trying to re-
duce your footprint.)

Microsoft offers a number of solutions that can 
help IT professionals reduce the energy footprint 
of their infrastructure. In this instalment of the 
Sustainable Computing column, we want to 
discuss how features

Sustainable computing

Frank Koch, Mike Stephens and Michael Walsh

At a glance:
Group Policy  
Management Console
Group Policy Preferences
System Center Capacity  
Planner 2007
System Center 
Configuration Manager 
2007

Power management 
settings for compliance 
and a reduced footprint
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Bring Windows Server 2008 and 
Windows Vista Power Management 
settings into compliance
Windows Server 2008 and Windows 
Vista are configured by default to take 
advantage of energy-efficient features. 
They also allow you to use Group 
Policy to centrally manage a greater 
number of features than Microsoft 
Windows Server 2003. With the latest 
Microsoft operating systems, all power 
management settings support Group 

Policy and ship with more than 35 
power management settings that ad-
ministrators can use to create the pow-
er management strategy that best suits 
their needs. They can then use Group 
Policy to roll out their energy settings.

As you probably know, Group Policy 
allows administrators to define specific 
configurations for groups of users and 
computers. These settings are specified 
through the Group Policy Object Ed-
itor (formally known as GPedit) and 
contained in a Group Policy object 
(GPO), which is in turn linked to Ac-
tive Directory containers, such as sites, 
domains or OUs.

In this way, Group Policy settings 
are applied to the users and computers 
in those Active Directory containers. 
IT professionals therefore can config-
ure a user’s work environment once 
and rely on the system to enforce the 
policies as defined.

To take advantage of Group Policy, 
you must acquire the Group Policy 
Management Console (GPMC), which 

is a comprehensive administrative tool 
for Group Policy management. GPMC 
comes with both Windows Server 
2008 and Windows Vista. Note that 
Windows Vista SP1 requires you to 
download the Microsoft Remote Serv-
er Administration Tools for Windows 
Vista. This free download includes an 
updated version of GPMC. The first 
version of GPMC (version 1.0) is meant 
for configuring Group Policy in a Win-
dows Server 2003 and Windows XP.

The advantage of using Group Policy 
to configure power settings is that Win-
dows Server 2008 and Windows Vista 
will use the values specified by Group 
Policy, preventing end users from 
changing the settings. If the user at-
tempts to make a change, the Windows 
Vista Power Options Control Panel in-
forms the user that the selected power 
policies may not be changed because 
they are enforced by the administrator.

While Windows Vista does let the 
user switch between power plans (such 
as battery saver and balanced), the ad-
ministrator can use Group Policy to 
enforce specific settings within those 
power plans. Even if the user changes 
power plans, the Group Policy power 
setting is enforced.

To enforce a power setting using 
Group Policy, administrators must use 
the Management Console to edit a 
new or existing GPO. The power man-
agement policies are located in Power 
Management, under Computer Con-
figuration | Administrative Templates 
| System | Power Management. Note 
that there are no power management 
policies under User Configuration in 
Windows Vista, and each power set-
ting lets you specify separate values for 
when the computer is plugged-in (AC) 
or running on battery power (DC).

For a complete description of how 
to deploy power management settings 
to bring your Windows Vista systems 
into compliance, see the May 2008 in-
stalment of this column, “Conserving 
Energy with Group Policy”, in the US 
edition of TechNet magazine.

Bring Windows Server 2003 and 
Windows XP Power Management 
settings into compliance
If you find that you have Windows 
Server 2003 and Windows XP systems 
that do not meet the desired pow-
er management requirements, you  
can then use Group Policy Preferenc-
es to bring those systems into compli-
ance. To use this functionality, you 
need the GPMC.

You’ll also need to acquire the cli-
ent-side extensions that allow Win-
dows Server 2003 and Windows XP 
to process GPOs that contain prefer-
ence configuration data. These are also 
available as free downloads for Win-
dows Server 2003, Windows XP and 
Windows Vista.

Group Policy Preferences offer two 
items that can be used to configure 
power management settings on Win-
dows Server 2003 and Windows XP. 
The Power Schemes preference allows 
you to create, modify and delete power 
schemes. In other words, it allows you 
to configure Windows XP clients to use 
one of the pre-existing power schemes, 
modify the settings included in one of 
the pre-existing power schemes, or de-
ploy a custom power scheme. The Pow-
er Options Preference provides a way 
to configure hibernation, configure 
prompting for a password when the 
computer resumes, and set the Power 
button action for mobile computers.

Preferences allow 
administrators 
to choose which 
settings they want 
to control and 
which settings  
they do not want  
to configure

Group Policy 
settings are applied 
to the users and 
computers in those 
Active Directory 
containers
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When you view properties on a Pow-
er Option Preference item, the config-
uration screen closely resembles the 
properties dialog provided by the OS.

There are some important points 
you should keep in mind when work-
ing with these Preference items. 
First off, Preferences allow admin-
istrators to choose which settings 
they want to control and which set-
tings they do not want to configure. 
And, an important point, Preference 
items are not Group Policy settings. 
They are not enforced but rather just 
applied. Users with proper privileg-
es can change a Preference setting 
to another selection, though the set-
ting will return on the next Group 
Policy refresh unless it has been con-
figured otherwise.

Power Schemes has the same en-
able/disable feature as Power Op-
tions and behaves in the same 
fashion. Power Schemes provides 
settings for two scenarios: Plugged-
in and Running on batteries. You 
can use Power Schemes to define 
the time-out settings for turning off 
monitors, hard disks, system standby 
and system hibernate.

The Power Schemes action field de-
termines the action that Group Policy 
processing applies to the specific pref-
erence item. There are four actions to 
choose from:
• Create generates a new Power 

Scheme. If a Power Scheme with the 
same name already exists on the tar-
get computer, the Preference item 
does nothing.

• Delete deletes a Power Scheme.
• Update updates Power Schemes. If 

you try to update a Power Scheme 
that does not exist on the target 
computer, a new Power Scheme is 
created with that name.

• Replace is very similar to Update. 
Whereas Update simply updates 
the enabled settings on the exist-
ing Power Scheme, leaving all oth-
er settings as they were, Replace 
actually deletes the named Power 

Scheme from the computer and cre-
ates a new Power Scheme based on 
the settings specified in the Power 
Scheme Preference item.  
 
Here are some other things you 
should keep in mind:

• Power management Preference 
items can target both computer and 
user configurations. This means the 
user settings, possibly from anoth-
er Preference item, will replace the 
current power settings.

• Local Administrators are Adminis-
trators. Administrators can change 
their power configuration, but stan-
dard users cannot.

• When Group Policy applies pow-
er management Preference items, 
those items become the current 
power management scheme – even 
after the user logs off.

• Power management Preference 
items support background refresh 
and so settings can change.

Aside from Group Policy  
Preferences, Windows Server 2003 
administrators can use a manual 
command line tool called Powercfg  
(http://support.microsoft.com/
kb/324347); this enables an adminis-
trator to access the settings from the 
Power Options tool in the Control 
Panel and set those settings from the 
command line.

Powercfg also extends some set-
tings that are not available in  
Control Panel, although it does not 
let you configure all the settings 
in the Power Options tool. Unfor-
tunately, this tool doesn’t let you 
centralise configuration of power 
management settings and therefore 
it is not the best option for enter-
prise administrators. 

With the right processor and driv-
er, though, System Center Configu-
ration Manager can overcome this 
shortcoming by centrally deploying 
an updated power profile (and any 

necessary drivers) across all Windows 
Server 2003 servers.

Enforcing energy-efficient 
architectures with Microsoft  
System Center
To truly achieve energy efficiency 
across the enterprise, you must think 
beyond power management settings 
and consider the entire profile of your 
organisation’s architecture.

Fortunately, Microsoft System Cen-
ter provides powerful tools to analyse 
and optimise architectures for ener-
gy efficiency. Two particularly useful 
features are the Capacity Planner and 
Configuration Manager.

System Center Capacity  
Planner 2007
Microsoft System Center Capaci-
ty Planner 2007 allows you to profile 
your existing server architecture, in-
cluding Microsoft Exchange Server 

2007, Microsoft Windows SharePoint 
Services 3.0, Microsoft Office Share-
Point Server 2007 and Microsoft Sys-
tem Center Operations Manager 2007. 
This enables you to generate an archi-
tectural model based upon:
• Topology (site locations, types of 

networks, network components, 
and network characteristics such as 
bandwidth and latency)

• Hardware (server distribution and 

Microsoft System 
Center provides 
powerful tools 
to analyse 
and optimise 
architectures for 
energy efficiency
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characteristics, server and network 
mapping, and so on)

• Software (server role and service 
mapping, file and storage device 
mapping, and the like)

• Usage profiles (site usage and client 
usage)
The model provides two primary 

benefits to administrators. First, you 
can use the model to plan the correct 
amount of infrastructure needed for 
a new application to meet service-lev-
el goals. This can help you eliminate 
over-provisioning. Second, you can 
survey your hardware and software to 
account for inefficiencies in hardware, 
software and components. Based on 
the goals and objectives of your organ-
isation, you can then procure replace-
ments for devices that do not comply 
with requirements.

System Center Configuration 
Manager 2007
Microsoft System Center Configura-
tion Manager 2007 also provides de-
tailed asset information beyond just 
the server infrastructure. As with Ca-
pacity Planner 2007, the information 
provided by Configuration Manager 
2007 can help you determine, for ex-
ample, which machines and compo-
nents should be replaced first based on 
energy efficiency.

Configuration Manager can pro-
vide even greater insight. For exam-
ple, say you are deploying graphic 
cards across an enterprise that has a 
lot of CAD systems. There might be 
a large variety of graphics cards, so 
we’ll categorise them as high-end and 
low-end for the purpose of this exam-
ple and further assume that high-end 
cards consume much more energy 
than the low-end cards. If you want 
to optimise for energy efficiency in 
this environment, you’ll need to en-
sure that only CAD users are in pos-
session of the high-end graphics card 
machines and only non-CAD users 
are in possession of low-end graphics 
card machines.

Configuration Manager provides an 

Frank Koch works for Microsoft 
Mike Stephens works for Microsoft 
Michael Walsh is the senior 
environmental product manager at 
Microsoft.

overview of who has what component 
in combination with which software. 
Using this information, you can quick-
ly profile the organisation’s machines 
and determine who is using the high-
end graphics cards for Blizzard’s World 
of Warcraft or Microsoft Flight Simu-
lator and who is using the cards for 
CAD purposes. Knowledge is the key 
here, and Configuration Manager pro-
vides the detailed asset information 
you’ll need to optimise your architec-
ture for energy efficiency.

For more details on sustainable  
computing, check out www.microsoft.
com/environment. ■



Prep your patch policy
Mark D Scott

Field notes

Iwas recently working with 
a client when we ran into an inter-
esting service pack issue. The IT 

team decided to apply SP2 to its SQL 
Server production servers. They did 
what one would expect from a respon-
sible team: they applied the service 
pack to the servers in the test environ-
ment to ensure that the applications 
that used SQL Server did not break. 
Everything seemed to test out fine. 
They notified everyone in the organi-
sation and scheduled the patch to be 
applied to the servers.

Things went into place in produc-
tion without a hitch. They continued 
to distribute the patches to the servers 
in stage, test and finally development. 
A textbook deployment. Until one of 
the developers tried to open his Re-
porting Services project. Suddenly, he 
had myriad quirky little problems. Re-
ports would open, but parts of the re-
ports would be unavailable. Another 
developer opened an Analysis Servic-
es database. No problem. Until he tried 
to open the Calculated Members tab. 
Something was definitely broken.

As you may have guessed, the issue 
was that while the servers had received 
the service pack, the developers had 
not. Since the SQL Server client tools 
installed on the desktops were consid-
ered part of the desktop deployment 
and not the server deployment, they 
were not considered in the upgrade. 
And distributing the service pack to 
the developers involved another round 
of testing and setting up the distribu-
tion. (We will not even mention the 
fact that not all the developers were 
put out of commission – which meant 
that some had already applied an out-
of-policy service pack to their desktop. 
That is another article altogether.). 

While this mess was being straight-
ened out, maintenance on some of 
the analytic applications used by the 
company ground to a halt. The event 
brought to the fore how inconsistent 
and unclear the policy was on service 
packs. It also demonstrated some frac-

ing procedures that ensure this type 
of thing does not happen. They know 
that they can automate many of these 
issues and prevent this kind of gaffe. 
However, at the end of the day and at 
the edge of the tools lies the fact that 
people need to understand that what 
they do affects other people and oth-
er departments. And then they need to 
communicate with one another. 

It is easy to think of the ways a ser-
vice pack will affect your domain, 
to consider the subset of things that 
touches your systems, and to cover 
your own bases. It is more difficult 
to think outside your private box and 
consider the effects of the change out-
side of your realm. Sometimes we be-
come as siloed in our thinking as the 
applications we shepherd.

The good news is that this event was 
relatively easily corrected. The organi-
sation did have a mature model. Once 
the issue was identified (again, some-
what confused because the problem 
only existed for the developers that 
played by the rules), the patch was 
quickly (and automatically) distrib-
uted. A fresh dose of clear communi-
cations and a well-designed system 
helped correct the problem with mini-
mal downtime or disruption. 

It seems that the answer lies in al-
lowing our infrastructure, and our-
selves, to mature. An effective service 
pack policy addresses procedures, 
products and people. ■

Mark D Scott is a senior consultant 
with Microsoft Consulting Services. He 
works closely with clients to help design 
and build large-scale, data-centric 
applications. You can reach Mark at 
granddaddy2002@msn.com or  
mascott@microsoft.com.

Unfortunately, 
sometimes we 
become as siloed 
in our thinking as 
the applications we 
shepherd

tures in interdepartmental communi-
cations. Distribution of service packs 
is very important because it keeps the 
ecosphere more secure. 

Some organisations resist the ap-
plication of service packs, fearing the 
strife and confusion of distributing 
the software more than the vulnera-
bilities the service pack can help over-
come. Other organisations have no 
policy at all, allowing individual users 
and system administrators to apply or 
ignore patches as they see fit. This cre-
ates its own maintenance nightmares 
as patches appear on one server but 
not another. Some are fully protected 
while others remain at the same state 
as when they were installed.

Most larger and/or more sophisticat-
ed IT organisations have read the in-
frastructure optimisation models and 
realise that they should be proactive-
ly establishing policy and implement-
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Keep your caches close
Raymond Chen

 Windows confidential

Caches can improve 
performance, but you have to 
use them correctly. There are 

usually a lot of parameters you can fid-
dle with, but even if your cache’s poli-
cies are tuned correctly, you still have 
to use the cache correctly. 

Here’s an example based on actu-
al events. I’ve transposed the scenario 
into something readers will more read-
ily understand so I don’t have to go on 
about the details of a technology that’s 
irrelevant to the underlying issue. 

Suppose a New York-based company 
has a central web server that functions 
as a document archive. The company 
can make requests such as “Give me 
the Petition for Dismissal from the 
Johnson case that we filed on June 
23, 2005.” This is effectively a static 
web page since that document never 
changes – if the petition needs to be 
updated, an amendment is filed while 
the original document remains un-
changed because, well, they’ve already 
filed it. To change the original petition 
they’d need a time machine to go back 
in time. (And while they’re at it, they’d 
accidentally change the course of hu-
man history through some seemingly 
insignificant action.) 

This usage pattern maps well to a 
caching web proxy server. If some-
body asks for the June 23 Petition and 
then a short time later somebody else 
asks for the same document, the proxy 
server can respond to the second que-
ry and provide the same results as the 
first query, saving a round-trip to the 
central server. 

This particular organisation already 
had a caching web proxy server and 
configured the Miami office to take 
advantage of it. But they found no per-
formance improvement. Even when 

requesting the same document several 
times in a row from the proxy, the re-
sponse was just as slow as requesting 
the document directly from the cen-
tral server. What went wrong? Was the 
proxy server broken? 

The proxy server was, in fact, work-
ing just fine. The problem was where 
the proxy server was located: the Mi-
ami office had a slow connection to 
New York and was using the caching 
web proxy that was installed at the 
New York office. 

The diagram in Figure 1 shows why 
the proxy didn’t speed up anything. 
Even if the proxy had done a perfect 
job and every request could be filled 
without going to the central server, 
the documents would still have had to 
be transferred over the slow connec-
tion between Miami and New York. 

If you’re going to use a cache, the 
cache needs to be faster than the thing 
it’s caching. In this example, the con-
nection from the Miami office to the 
proxy server needs to be faster than 
the connection from the Miami office 
to the central server. The proxy serv-
er needs to be installed closer to the 
Miami office. For the best results, the 
proxy server should be installed in Mi-
ami, as shown in Figure 2. 

With the proxy server located in Mi-

ami, when an attorney in Miami wants 
to call up the June 23 Petition, the re-
quest will go to the local proxy, which 
will quickly hand over the document 
from its cache. If the document isn’t al-
ready in the cache, the document will 
be retrieved from the server and then 
cached for the next time someone in 
the Miami office requests it. 

Caches take advantage of temporal 
locality, but moving the proxy to the 
Miami office also exploits geograph-
ic locality: the attorneys in the Miami 
office tend to request different docu-
ments than the attorneys in the New 
York office (since, of course, they han-
dle different cases), and keeping a dif-
ferent cache for each remote office 
allows each one to serve its assigned 
office better. 

The organisation installed a proxy 
server in the Miami office and config-
ured the computers in that office to 
use the local proxy. Now they’re happy 
with the performance. ■

Raymond Chen’s website, The Old 
New Thing, and his identically titled 
book (Addison-Wesley, 2007) both deal 
with Windows history and Win32  
programming. Some club soda will get 
that stain out.

Figure 1	 Proxy	server	on	the	wrong	side	of	a	slow	connection
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Figure 2	 A	far	more	useful	proxy	setup	for	the	Miami	office
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